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Abstract

We present two techniques for transforming structured do cuments. The

�rst technique, called tt -grammars, is based on earlier work by Keller et al.,

and has b een extended to �t structured do cuments. tt -grammars assure

that the constructed transformation will pro duce only syntactically correct

output even if the source and target representations may b e sp eci�ed with

two unrelated context-free grammars. We present a transformation gener-

ator called alchemist which is based on tt -grammars. alchemist has

b een extended with semantic actions in order to make it p ossible to build

full scale transformations. alchemist has b een extensively used in a large

software pro ject for building a bridge b etween two development environ-

ments. The second technique is a tree transformation metho d esp ecially

targeted at sgml do cuments. The technique employs a transformation

language called TranSID, which is a declarative, high-level tree transfor-

mation language. TranSID do es not require the user to sp ecify a grammar

for the target representation but instead gives full programming p ower for

arbitrary tree mo di�cations. Both alchemist and TranSID are fully op-

erational on unix platforms.
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Chapter 1

Intro duction

Data transformations are imp ortant in many computer applications. De-

spite the e�orts for standardization in many areas, the end user is often

at loss when it comes to the co op eration of commercial and custom-made

application to ols. The user usually ends up with a large set of diverse to ols,

such as editors, database to ols, and formatters that are not compatible, or

if one subset of to ols work together, the set of programs will often not work

with another set.

A commonly used solution is to employ another large set of ad hoc trans-

formation programs , conversion tools , source-to-source translators , specif-

ical ly tailored transformation generators and the like. Often the user is

forced to �nish o� a transformation from the format of one to ol to another

manually without any other help than common sense. This usually applies

only to the exp ert user, as the end user long ago has rejected most of his

uncompatible to ols and tries to get along with as few to ols as p ossible.

A typical application area for data transformations is document prepa-

ration . Do cument preparation consists of the pro duction and printing of

do cuments. Most do cument preparation systems contain a plethora of dif-

ferent to ols, such as editors, sp ell checkers, formatters, etc. for pro ducing

output on di�erent media such as pap er, screen, or CD-ROM. Commer-

cial do cument preparation systems try to b e as indep endent as p ossible.

They contain features for formatting and printing within the preparation

system. Should the user, however, want to move a part of the do cuments

to another system, he/she so on realizes that font typ es, margin settings,

or even logical markup such as sections and bibliography list markup have

b een b e lost in the transformation.

Transformations are required not only in formatting. With the emer-

gence of the World Wide Web and Hyp ertext Markup Language ( html ),

we have seen a large need for transformations to and from html . html

1



2 1 Introduction

requires the user and html programmer to b e one step more abstract in

preparing do cuments. The user has to mark up the do cument with ap-

propriate tags. In this way an html do cument can well b e considered to

contain declarative markup , i.e., the user tells what he/she wants to see in

the browser (a section title or a list of items) instead of procedural markup

that sp eci�es how they should b e presented. The do cument conforming

to the html standard can b e presented on di�erent platforms and with

di�erent browsers as long as the browsers understand the standard.

1.1 Structured do cuments and transformations

html do cuments are one example of structured documents [AFQ89b]. The

structured do cument mo del [AFQ89a] decomp oses the do cument into log-

ical parts. Examples of structured do cuments are manuals, telephone di-

rectories, dictionaries, and computer programs. A structured do cument

may in fact b e any do cument where there is more information than just

the text itself. This additional information is called the structure.

1

Com-

puter programs and structured do cuments follow a well-sp eci�ed standard

of what is correct programming and what is not. Any structured do cument

can b e sp eci�ed with the sgml (Standard Generalized Markup Language)

[ISO86, Gol90] or the oda (Op en Do cument Architecture) [ISO89 ] stan-

dards ensuring that the do cuments can b e used on di�erent platforms and

in di�erent applications in a standard way.

Example 1.1 In Figure 1.1 we see an example of a structured do cument.

The do cument has b een marked up with sgml and it also contains the do c-

ument typ e de�nition ( dtd ). The dtd is lo osely based on the dictionary

description presented in [BBT92]. The do cument contents (the dictionary

entry for spaz ) is based on an entry in the Oxford English Dictionary [Oxf96]

but has b een slightly mo di�ed and shortened. We base many of the follow-

ing examples on this �rst one and shall therefore explain the example in

detail.

Our example dictionary contains entries of words where each entry con-

tains the headword, its pronunciation, part of sp eech, and etymology as well

as its separate senses. A sense contains a de�nition and p ossibly several

quotations each consisting of a date, author, work, and quotation text.

A structural comp onent of a do cument is in sgml called an element.

The document type de�nition ( dtd ) that describ es this do cument tells us

1

A related view is that all do cuments have (implicit) structure, but in some do cuments

it has b een marked explicitly [Möl94 ].
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<!DOCTYPE Dictionary [

<!ELEMENT Dictionary - - (Entry)+>

<!ELEMENT Entry - - (HWGroup,Etymology?,

Sense+)>

<!ELEMENT HWGroup - - (Headword,Pronunciation,

PartofSpeech)>

<!ELEMENT Headword - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Pronunciation - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT PartofSpeech - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Etymology - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Sense - - (Definition,Quotation+)>

<!ELEMENT Definition - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Quotation - - (Date,Author?,Work,Text)>

<!ELEMENT Date - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Author - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Work - - (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Text - - (#PCDATA)>

]>

<Dictionary>

<Entry>

<HWGroup>

<Headword>spaz</Headword>

<Pronunciation>spæz</Pronunciation>

<PartofSpeech>n</PartofSpeech>

</HWGroup>

<Etymology>Abbreviation of spastic n.</Etymology>

<Sense>

<Definition>= spastic</Definition>

<Quotation>

<Date>1965</Date><Author>P. Kael</Author>

<Work>I lost it at the movies III. 259</Work>

<Text>The term that American teen-agers now use as

the opposite of `tough' is `spaz'.</Text>

</Quotation>

<Quotation>

<Date>1975</Date><Author>M. Amis</Author>

<Work>Dead babies viii. 47</Work>

<Text>I know how long, you little spaz.</Text>

</Quotation>

</Sense>

</Entry>

</Dictionary>

Figure 1.1: An example of a structured do cument marked up with sgml .



4 1 Introduction

that an sgml do cument called Dictionary consists of one or more Entry

elements. Each Entry element consists of a HWGroup element followed by

one or zero Etymology elements, followed by one or more Sense elements.

The plus symb ol ( + ) in this description stands for one or more elements,

the question mark ( ? ) for one or zero elements, and the comma ( , ) cate-

nates the elements. The #PCDATA element denotes the contents of elements

that do not (in this description) contain other elements but text only. We

describ e sgml in more detail in Section 2.4.

The dtd is followed by the document instance where the text has b een

marked with element names describ ed in the dtd . Such marks are also

called tags . This particular instance contains one entry that consists of

one headword group, an etymology, and a sense. The sense contains one

de�nition and two quotations, etc. 2

A structured do cument is not an end per se . For displaying, mo difying,

extracting information, or printing we need to transform the do cument

into another representation. Even if the do cument has b een marked up

with sgml , the standard only sp eci�es the syntax of the markup, not the

semantics of the do cument. As a matter of fact, this is the purp ose of

sgml : to provide a standard way of marking a structured do cument in

declarative markup, not pro cedural. It is up to the do cument application

and the user to interpret the markup when transforming the do cument into

an appropriate format. This format may well b e the proprietary format of a

commercial do cument preparation system, or it may b e html for presenting

the do cument in an html browser.

We call this the paradigm of a logical document vs. document views .

Just as in database applications, the user may keep a logical do cument

corresp onding to the database contents. When mo difying or printing

the do cument, the user may cho ose b etween several views of the do c-

ument contents. He/She may cho ose to use di�erent formatting com-

mands for printing on pap er and on screen, resp ectively. The user may

also �lter out certain information, e.g., cho osing to print only section ti-

tles or bibliographic references. He/She may even cho ose to add infor-

mation to the do cument by allowing up datable views of the do cument.

Many do cument preparation systems provide multiple views of a do cument

[QV86, FS88, CH88, KLMN90, Bro91]. Esp ecially, these systems often

show a textual view and a formatted view of a do cument simultaneously.

The paradigm also usually requires inverse transformations. If the views

are up datable, transformations must b e sp eci�ed in b oth directions, from

the logical do cument to the do cument views and vice versa.
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{\bf spaz} (spæz) {\em n.} [Abbreviation of spastic n.]

= spastic

\newline

{\bf 1965} {\sc P. Kael}

{\em I lost it at the movies III. 259}

The term that American teen-agers now use as the

opposite of `tough' is `spaz'.

\newline

{\bf 1975} {\sc M. Amis} {\em Dead babies viii. 47}

I know how long, you little spaz.

Figure 1.2: An example of a textual view.

Example 1.2 In Figures 1.2 and 1.3, we see two views of the do cument

in Example 1.1. Figure 1.2 shows a view of the do cument where the sgml

tags have b een removed and L

A

T

E

X [Lam86] formatting commands have

b een inserted in the text. Figure 1.3 shows a formatted view pro duced by

L

A

T

E

X.

spaz (spæz) n. [Abbreviation of spastic

n.] = spastic

1965 P. Kael I lost it at the movies III.

259 The term that American teen-agers

now use as the opp osite of `tough' is `spaz'.

1975 M. Amis Dead babies viii. 47 I know

how long, you little spaz.

Figure 1.3: An example of a formatted view.

2

Sometimes there is need for pro cessing more than one do cument at a

time. The user may cho ose to combine several structured do cuments into

one, by transforming them to use the same structure. Such transformations

are needed esp ecially in do cument assembly [AHH

+

96a, AHH

+

96b], where

the user needs to combine do cument fragments from di�erent do cuments.

The assembled do cument is mo di�ed to conform to a certain structure and

can then b e presented consistently on di�erent media.
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1.2 Transformation solutions

As mentioned earlier, we are neither short of solutions in the general case

(any data transformation) nor in the sp eci�c do cument transformation case.

Many ad hoc transformations have b een de�ned and implemented for some

of the problematic transformations mentioned ab ove. For example, the

LaTeX2HTML and HTML2LaTeX [Dra96] set of transformation programs trans-

form b etween the L

A

T

E

X do cument preparation system [Lam86] and the

html format. Many commercial do cument preparation systems have simi-

lar extensions that allow the user to pro duce at least some non-proprietary

formats such as html and sgml . On the other hand, if no transformation

mo dule is available for the needed transformation, the user may have to

build the transformation from scratch. This task is, however, often error-

prone. It may also b e tedious as the �nal transformation mo dule often

contains similar but complicated parts that the user have sp eci�ed in other

transformations.

A convenient way to avoid these drawbacks is to use transformation gen-

erators . A transformation generator lets the user sp ecify a transformation,

and the generator then pro duces program co de for the corresp onding trans-

formation mo dule. Instead of building a transformation from scratch, the

user is able to pro duce a transformation of some sp eci�ed representations.

Examples of typical parser generators are yacc [Joh75] and pccts [PDC92].

These parser generators, also called compiler-compilers , tend to concen-

trate on the front-end of the transformation pro cess. The user may sp ecify

the input representation in great detail, ensuring that no incorrect do cu-

ment is accepted by the transformation mo dule. The input representation

is sp eci�ed, e.g., using a context-free grammar (see Section 2.1) that re-

stricts the input do cuments over this certain grammar. On the other hand,

the output side or the back-end of the transformation may require much less

sp eci�cation. It can b e argued that this is the strong side of parser gen-

erators. The user may use any available instructions from the underlying

programming language when he/she de�nes the output of the transforma-

tion. This op enness puts some sp ecial stress on the user to write correct

output instructions so that the transformation output actually follows the

exp ected syntax.

We will see that by using techniques from compiler-compiler theory it is

p ossible to build transformations for structured do cuments easily and with

less e�ort. Available parser generators require an input grammar of the

input do cument of a transformation. In most cases, structured do cuments

follow such grammars. sgml do cuments even require such a document

type de�nition ( dtd ) to exist. Also several other do cument preparation
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systems use the grammar concept for de�ning the structure of the do cu-

ments. Examples include publicly or commercially available systems such

as L

A

T

E

X [Lam86] and Grif [QV86] and many research prototyp es such as

hst [KLMN90] and Syndo c [KP91]. Applying then a strict front-end to

do cument transformation is not a problem. The input do cuments follow

a certain syntax and can b e checked with a parser. All of these systems

have a more or less op en back-end. For example, in the case of L

A

T

E

X the

back-end has b een sp eci�ed b efore, while in the case of hst the user has

full control in its sp eci�cation.

Many sgml transformation languages are based on the idea of a parser

with a well-sp eci�ed front-end and an op en back-end. In event-based lan-

guages such as OmniMark [Exo93] and CoST [Har93], the user may sp ecify

output actions to b e p erformed for each event the parser encounters in the

input stream. In b oth cases, general sgml parsers are used at the front

end, pro ducing a stream of events such as start section element and end

list element . This stream of events is called the element information struc-

ture set ( esis ) [Gol90]. At each event, the user may sp ecify how to pro cess

the current do cument fragment, but already pro cessed parts or yet unseen

parts are not accessible. Ab ove all, there is no restriction on the output the

user may pro duce, and therefore also the transformations do not guarantee

that the output representation is correct.

Example 1.3 Figure 1.4 shows a small example of an event-based sgml

transformation language CoST [Har93]. Each sgml element has its own

rule, which states the actions to b e taken when either a start or end tag,

or the contents of an element, is encountered in the input stream. This

transformation surrounds the headwords in the dictionary with the strings

{\bf and } . In CoST, the instruction puts automatically prints a newline

character where it is not explicitly prohibited by the nonewline instruction.

2

1.3 ALCHEMIST � a p owerful transformation

generator

In this thesis we present a simple and p owerful to ol alchemist [TL94a,

LTV96] for sp ecifying and generating transformations of structured do cu-

ments. alchemist requires the user to sp ecify b oth the input and output

do cument representations. The to ol then generates transformation mo d-

ules that accept only correct input do cuments and pro duce only correct

output do cuments according to the sp eci�cations. Like many other do c-
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element Entry {

start { puts stdout "" }

end { }

}

element HWGroup {

start { puts stdout "" }

end { }

}

element Headword {

start { puts stdout "{\bf " nonewline }

end { puts stdout "}"}

}

TEXT { puts stdout $data nonewline }

Figure 1.4: An example of the event-based sgml transformation language

CoST.

ument transformation systems (e.g., hst [KLMN90], ica [MBO93], and

Syndo c [KP93, Kui96 ]), alchemist relies on context-free grammars for

representation sp eci�cation. Unlike many systems, however, the represen-

tation grammars may b e totally unrelated . The actual transformation is

sp eci�ed based on these grammars.

alchemist adds some other prop erties to transformation generation as

well. Many transformations cannot b e completely sp eci�ed b efore-hand,

but require user interaction. With alchemist the user may sp ecify where

and when and how he/she wants to interact in the generated transforma-

tion. alchemist is used mainly for pro ducing transformations b etween

two di�erent structured do cument representations without an explicit in-

termediate format b etween the representations. In a set of di�erent rep-

resentations we have to sp ecify a quadratic numb er of transformations to

b e able to provide transformation b etween any arbitrary chosen represen-

tations. That is, if we have n di�erent representations, we need to build

n ( n � 1) or O ( n

2

) di�erent transformations to b e able to transform any

representation into any other representation in the set. On the other hand,

if a canonical representation for the whole set is found, we will manage

with only 2 n transformations. In that case there are two transformations
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for each representation, one transforming to the canonical representation

and one transforming from the canonical representation to the sp eci�c rep-

resentation. In the case of alchemist , we do not require explicit canonical

representations. Still there is no disadvantage b ecause we have the choice

of de�ning one if it helps.

Example 1.4 Figure 1.5 shows an example of an alchemist transforma-

tion sp eci�cation where b oth input and output sp eci�cations are required.

The sp eci�cation sp eci�es the same transformation as in Example 1.3, i.e.,

a transformation that surrounds the headwords in the dictionary with the

strings {\bf and } and ends each entry and each headword group with a

newline character. The input representation is sp eci�ed on the left, the

corresp onding output representation on the right. The �gure gives the �a-

vor of an alchemist mapping. We give a more detailed description of the

notation in Chapter 3.

Entry -> Entry.Entry -> "\n"

HWGroup HWGroup.HWGroup

Etymology Etymology.Etymology

Senses Senses.Senses

HWGroup -> HWGroup.HWGroup ->

Headword "{\\bf " Headword.Headword

Pronunciation "} "

PartofSpeech Pronunciation.Pronunciation

PartofSpeech.PartofSpeech

Headword -> IDENTIFIER Headword.Headword ->

IDENTIFIER.IDENTIFIER

Figure 1.5: An example of an alchemist transformation sp eci�cation.

2

alchemist is now fully op erational in unix environments with b oth a

graphical and a textual interface.

1.4 TranSID � an SGML transformer

In addition to alchemist , we also present an sgml transformation lan-

guage called TranSID [JKL96a, JKL96b , JKL97], which is based on tree
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transformations. TranSID requires a sp eci�cation of the input representa-

tion, in the way that the input sgml do cument must have a dtd , but no

output dtd is used. TranSID contains normal tree transformation op era-

tions [JKL96b] and it has b een extended with p owerful string op erations

and regular expressions [MPP

+

97].

Design goals of the TranSID language included declarativeness, simple-

ness and implementability with reasonable e�ort. Sp ecial features include

a bottom-up evaluation pro cess and a p ossibility to restrain the transfor-

mation to the event-based strategy. The event-based or top-down strat-

egy is su�cient for simple formatting of the sgml do cument. Bottom-

up evaluation is a declarative way of de�ning some transformations that

would b e awkward to de�ne in a top-down manner. The TranSID lan-

guage also includes high level declarative commands that frees the user

from low-level programming. We have implemented an interpreter and an

evaluator for TranSID which are fully op erational in Unix environments

[JKL96a, JKL96b ].

Example 1.5 Figure 1.6 shows an example of a TranSID program that

p erforms the same transformation as in Example 1.3. The two �rst rules

mo dify the do cument as in the earlier example. The last rule removes the

sgml tags from all other elements. 2

transformation begin

ELEMENT "Entry"

BECOMES "\n", current.children ;

ELEMENT "HWGroup"

BECOMES "{\\bf ",

current.children.having(this.name == "Headword"),

"} ",

current.children.having(this.name != "Headword");

ELEMENT *

BECOMES current.children ;

end

Figure 1.6: An example of a TranSID transformation sp eci�cation.
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Even if the two-grammar transformations implemented by alchemist

are a sort of ideal solution to the do cument transformation problem, there

are many transformations where the alchemist solution is quite compli-

cated. TranSID requires the user to sp ecify only those parts of the do c-

ument that are mo di�ed. The part of the do cument that remains intact

do es not have to b e sp eci�ed. Both systems require the user to sp ecify the

source representation in a source grammar and dtd , resp ectively, but only

alchemist requires a target grammar as well. Therefore, only alchemist

can guarantee the correctness of the target. TranSID also lets the user

reference the complete input do cument during the transformation.

1.5 Aim and organization of the thesis

In this thesis, we aim to show the b ene�ts of using tt -grammars in some

transformations, and the syntax-directed approach in others. We present

b oth alchemist and TranSID environments with examples. Our empirical

exp erience shows that they complement each other, thereby covering most

transformation problems that arise in structured do cument management.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. In Section 2, we de-

�ne some general concepts from compiler-compiler theory which form a

basis for our transformation systems. We also take a closer lo ok at sgml

and its background. We give a general presentation of structured trans-

formations in Section 3 and present syntax-directed translations suitable

for do cument transformations as well as tree transformation grammars on

which alchemist transformations are based. We also brie�y discuss event-

driven transformations which are common in the sgml case. In Section 4

we see how the tree transformation grammar technique was implemented in

alchemist , and in Section 5 we discuss the tree transformations of Tran-

SID. We rep ort our exp erience and evaluation of alchemist and TranSID

in Section 6. Section 7 we give an overview of related work in the area of

structured do cument transformations and transformation generators. Fi-

nally, Section 8 is a short conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Preliminaries

The p ossible structure of a set of structured do cuments can b e de�ned using

grammars . As we saw in the last chapter, sgml do cuments are describ ed

through do cument typ e de�nitions which are one kind of grammars. The

most imp ortant part in a grammar is a set of rules that describ es very

exactly how to construct do cuments (or strings) that are allowed according

to the de�nition.

If we have an arbitrary do cument, we can then use parsing to compare

the do cument with a given grammar to check if it is consistent with the

grammar. Before parsing the do cument, we use lexical analysis to recog-

nize words, reserved words, formatting commands, etc., in the do cument.

Parsing constructs a parse tree from the do cument, a data structure, rep-

resenting the do cument.

Once the do cument has b een parsed, we can b egin its transformation.

A parsed do cument gives us more opp ortunities for transformation and

tells us more details ab out the do cument itself. For example, we see how

di�erent sections of the do cument are related to each other structurally.

We can even use several di�erent grammars for one single do cument typ e,

thereby achieving di�erent structural views of one do cument.

Context-free grammars [Cho56] are frequently used in do cument man-

agement systems [BR84, CIV86, GT87, FQA88, QV86, KLMN90, KP93,

Kui96 ]. Context-free grammars constitute a restricted set of all p ossible

grammars and are easier to pro cess than general grammars [ASU86]. In

this chapter, we de�ne context-free grammars and we also brie�y review

di�erent parsing techniques for context-free grammars. Parsing is often

used as a front-end in a transformation. Such a transformation is called

a syntax-directed translation b ecause the reading and checking of the do c-

ument is directed by its syntax de�ned in a grammar. We shall lo ok at

several syntax-directed translation metho ds that are suitable for do cument

13
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transformation.

2.1 Context-free grammars

With the help of context-free grammars [Cho56] we can precisely de�ne

the structure of the strings in a do cument, or the do cuments in a class.

Formally, a context-free grammar for a class of do cuments is a quadruple

G = ( N ; � ; P ; S ) , where N is a �nite set of nonterminals , � is a �nite

set of terminals , P is a set of productions , and S is a sp ecial nonterminal

called the start symbol . The grammar G de�nes the language L ( G ) that

contains all p ossible sequences of terminals that are correct according to

the grammar G .

The set of terminals contains all the symb ols or tokens that may o ccur

in the do cument according to the grammar. As a matter of fact, any

do cument over a given grammar consists of a sequence of terminals of that

grammar. Also the sequence of zero terminals is a string called the empty

string and denoted � . The set of all p ossible terminal strings including the

empty string in � is denoted �

�

. Thereby we can say that any do cument

over the grammar G is in �

�

.

On the other hand, the nonterminals in N do not o ccur in the do cu-

ments. They can b e thought of as representing sets of sequences of terminals

in the language L ( G ) . Esp ecially, the start symb ol S represents all p ossible

sequences of terminals in the language. The sets of terminals and nonter-

minals together are called the vocabulary of the language. A sequence of

nonterminals and terminals is called a string . We denote the vo cabulary

N [ � by V and all p ossible strings over the grammar are denoted V

�

.

The pro ductions of the grammar tell us how to construct correct sen-

tences in the language L ( G ) . A pro duction is denoted A ! � , where A is

a nonterminal and � is a string consisting of terminals and nonterminals,

i.e., A 2 N and � 2 V

�

. We call A the left hand side of the pro duction

and � the right hand side of the pro duction. The symb ol ! is the rewrite

symbol of the pro duction.

The pro ductions are used in the following way to construct sentences

in the language L ( G ) . We start with the start symb ol S and cho ose any

pro duction S ! � with the symb ol S on its left hand side. We then

replace or rewrite the nonterminal S with the right hand side � of the

pro duction. We continue by cho osing any nonterminal A in � and replacing

it with the right hand side � of a corresp onding pro duction A ! � . We

continue rewriting nonterminals until we are left with only terminals. These

cannot b e rewritten b ecause no terminal can o ccur on the left hand side
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of a pro duction. Every such rewrite step is called a derivation step and

is denoted by ) . The entire pro cess from the start symb ol S to the �nal

terminal string is called a derivation .

Formally, we have that the relation � ) � holds if and only if there are

strings �

1

, �

2

, A , and  , such that � = �

1

A�

2

and � = �

1

 �

2

and A ! 

is a pro duction in the system. We also say that � derives � . The re�exive

transitive closure of the relation ) is denoted by )

�

. Thus � )

�

� holds if

and only if there are n � 1 strings 

1

; : : : ; 

n

such that � = 

1

, � = 

n

and



i

) 

i +1

holds for every i = 1 ; : : : ; n � 1 . Corresp ondingly, the transitive

closure of the relation ) is denoted by )

+

, and � )

+

� holds if and only

if there are n � 2 strings 

1

; : : : ; 

n

such that � = 

1

, � = 

n

and 

i

) 

i +1

holds for every i = 1 ; : : : ; n � 1 . We say that � derives � in zero or more

steps if � )

�

� and that � derives � in one or more steps if � )

+

� .

In the following, we use italicized capital letters from the b eginning of

the English alphab et and strings b eginning with capital letters for nonter-

minals, e.g., A , B , Journal . Terminals are denoted by b oldface strings, e.g.,

a , begin . For readability, we may surround terminals by quotation marks,

e.g., ' . ' or � a �. Capital italicized letters from the end of the alphab et stand

for terminals or nonterminals, e.g., X , Y . The Greek letters � , � , : : : denote

any string over V .

In the following example, we use a sp ecial kind of text terminals, de-

noted by the terminal TEXT . The TEXT terminal is in this case a string

consisting of any characters in the language. This is a useful abstraction.

When de�ning our context-free grammar we do not have to write out every

single p ossible string that may app ear in our language. This simpli�es our

grammar considerably.

Example 2.1 In Figure 2.1 we see an example of a context-free grammar

de�ning the dictionary do cument in Example 1.1. The context-free gram-

mar is very similar to the dtd in Example 1.1, but we have used recursive

pro ductions instead of iteration symb ols * and + . (It may b e noted that an

sgml dtd is generally not a context-free grammar.)

A derivation that yields a sentence in the language of the context-free

grammar is shown in Figure 2.2. Each derivation step replaces a nontermi-

nal with the right hand side of a pro duction that has the nonterminal as its

left hand symb ol. The derivation here has b een made left to right, where

always the left-most nonterminal is rewritten.

2
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Dictionary ! Entries Senses ! Senses Sense

Entries ! Entries Entry Senses ! Sense

Entries ! Entry Sense ! De�nition

Entry ! HWGroup Quotations

Senses Quotations ! Quotations

Entry ! HWGroup Quotation

Etymology Quotations ! Quotation

Senses De�nition ! TEXT

HWGroup ! Headword Quotation ! Date Work Text

Pronunciation Quotation ! Date Author

PartofSpeech Work Text

Headword ! TEXT Date ! TEXT

Pronunciation ! TEXT Author ! TEXT

PartofSpeech ! n. j v. j a. Work ! TEXT

Etymology ! TEXT Text ! TEXT

Figure 2.1: A context-free grammar.

2.2 Parse trees

One way to show how a sentence in a derivation was pro duced is to write out

every single step in the derivation. A more graphical way is to draw a parse

tree , showing how the nonterminals at each derivation step are replaced by

new strings. A parse tree is a sp ecial case of a tree . A tree consists of a

distinguished node n called the root of the tree and an ordered sequence of

k subtrees t

1

; t

2

; : : : ; t

k

, where k � 0 . The subtrees are also trees. Denote

the ro ot of tree t

i

by n

i

; then n is the parent of n

i

and n

1

; n

2

; : : : ; n

k

the

children of n . The no de n , the ro ots of t

1

; t

2

; : : : ; t

k

, the ro ots of their

subtrees, etc., are called the nodes of the tree. Those no des that have no

children are called leaves . All other no des are interior no des.

We may asso ciate a label with each no de in the tree. Given a context-

free grammar G = ( N ; � ; P ; S ) , we have that a parse tree is a tree, where

[ASU86]:

1. The ro ot is lab eled by the start symb ol.

2. Each leaf is lab eled by a terminal or by � .

3. Each interior no de is lab eled by a nonterminal.
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Dictionary

) Entries

) Entry

) HWGroup Etymology Senses

) Headword Pronunciation PartofSpeech Etymology Senses

) spaz Pronunciation PartofSpeech Etymology Senses

) spaz spæz PartofSpeech Etymology Senses

) spaz spæz n. Etymology Senses

) spaz spæz n. Abbreviation of spastic n. Senses

) spaz spæz n. Abbreviation of spastic n. Sense

) spaz spæz n. Abbreviation of spastic n. De�nition Quotations

) spaz spæz n. Abbreviation of spastic n. = spastic Quotations

)

.

.

.

) spaz spæz n. Abbreviation of spastic n. = spastic 1965

P. Kael I lost it at the movies III. 259 The term that American

teen-agers now use as the opposite of `tough' is `spaz'. 1975

M. Amis Dead babies viii. 47 Text

) spaz spæz n. Abbreviation of spastic n. = spastic 1965

P. Kael I lost it at the movies III. 259 The term that American

teen-agers now use as the opposite of `tough' is `spaz'. 1975

M. Amis Dead babies viii. 47 I know how long, you little spaz.

Figure 2.2: Part of a derivation.

4. If A is the nonterminal lab eling some interior no de m and X

1

, X

2

,

: : : , X

n

are the lab els of the children of that no de from left to right,

then A ! X

1

X

2

� � � X

n

is a pro duction of the grammar G . Here

X

1

; X

2

; : : : ; X

n

stand for symb ols that are either terminals or nonter-

minals. As a sp ecial case, if A ! � is a pro duction in P , then a no de

lab eled A may have a single child lab eled � .

We say that the pro duction A ! X

1

X

2

� � � X

n

has b een expanded or

applied at no de m . The leaves of the parse tree read from left to right form

the yield or the frontier of the tree that is the string generated or derived

from the nonterminal at the ro ot of the parse tree. The grammar G is

unambiguous if for each terminal string there is at most one p ossible parse

tree.

Example 2.2 Figure 2.3 shows the parse tree of the derivation in Exam-

ple 2.1. The ro ot is at the top and the leaves at the b ottom of the picture.
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The TEXT terminals have b een replaced with the text from the derivation.

2

2.3 Parsing

Context-free grammars can b e used to describ e structured do cuments. We

can check that a do cument follows a certain grammar by constructing a

parse tree for the do cument. What we now need is an automatic way of

matching a do cument against a grammar. Such a metho d is called parsing .

Most parsing metho ds fall into two classes, called top-down and bottom-

up methods . These terms refer to the order in which the no des in the trees

are constructed. In top-down metho ds we start with the start symb ol and

build the tree downwards towards the leaves. In b ottom-up metho ds we

start with the leaves and construct the internal no des b efore reaching the

ro ot.

Top-down parsing is a simpler metho d where the parser may b e con-

structed manually. For example, a top-down metho d called recursive-

descent parsing executes recursive pro cedures to pro cess the input. A form

of recursive-descent parsing is predictive parsing which uses the next in-

put symb ol (the lo okahead symb ol) to cho ose which pro duction is used

next. Every nonterminal has an asso ciated pro cedure which is called when

the nonterminal is pro cessed. We start with the start symb ol and call its

asso ciated pro cedure. First, the pro cedure cho oses the pro duction to ap-

ply at this stage of the input by reading the next input symb ol. If there

are two such p ossible pro ductions in the grammar, this metho d cannot b e

used. Then the control is shifted to the pro cedures asso ciated with the

right hand side symb ols of the chosen pro duction. If a nonterminal symb ol

is pro cessed, the corresp onding pro cedure is called. If, on the other hand a

terminal is b eing pro cessed, the next symb ol is read from the input. If the

next input symb ol do es not match the symb ol in the pro duction an error

is rep orted.

Recursive descent parsing is considered simple and easy to understand,

but it can only b e used for context-free grammars of a fairly restricted typ e

[ASU86]. Bottom-up parsers can handle a larger class of grammars. One

such parsing metho d is shift-reduce parsing . Shift-reduce parsing constructs

the parse tree b eginning with the leaves. The pro cess tries to reduce the

input string to the start symb ol. At each step a substring matching the

right hand side of a pro duction is replaced by the left hand side symb ol of

the pro duction.

One general metho d of shift-reduce parsing is called lr ( k ) parsing
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Entry

HWGroup Etymology
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Pronunciation
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Quotations Quotation
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[Knu65]. lr ( k ) parsing needs to lo ok ahead only k symb ols in the input to

b e able to p erform the parsing pro cess. lr parsers can b e constructed to

recognize almost all programming language constructs for which context-

free grammars can b e written [ASU86]. It is, however, di�cult to construct

an lr parser by hand. Fortunately there are several lr parser generators

available.

Again in b oth top-down and b ottom-up parsing metho ds we de�ne sp e-

cial terminals, such as texts, identi�ers and numb ers. The parser treats

them as terminals. The lexical analysis, preceding the parsing and p er-

formed by a scanner , recognizes the form of the strings in the input and

passes single tokens, e.g., IDENTIFIER , TEXT , and NUMBER , to the parser.

2.4 The Standard Generalized Markup Language

Al l documents have structure. By marking the structure explicitly in the

do cument, applications may take advantage of the structure as well as

the contents. By using a standard markup, the do cument b ecomes more

p ortable and there is a greater p ossibility to �nd to ols for up dating and

formatting the do cument [Möl94] .

The Standard Generalized Markup Language ( sgml , [ISO86]) is a meta-

language standard for de�ning markup languages. The markup language

de�nes a set of markup conventions used together for enco ding texts. It

sp eci�es what markup is allowed, what markup is required, how markup is

distinguished from text, and what the markup means [SMB93].

sgml enforces descriptive markup which provides names to categorize

parts of a do cument. By contrast a procedural markup system de�nes what

pro cessing is to b e carried out at particular p oints in a do cument. With

descriptive markup the do cument can b e pro cessed by many di�erent typ es

of software, each of which may mo dify or present the do cument in its own

way.

We saw an example of an sgml do cument in the previous section (Fig-

ure 1.1 on page 3). We here only brie�y de�ne the most central features

present in sgml . A structural comp onent of a do cument is in sgml called

an element . Elements are explicitly marked in a document instance by a

start tag and an end tag containing the name of the element. For example,

in the previous do cument, the headword is marked as an element by the

start tag <HeadWord> and </HeadWord> . The text b etween the tags, i.e., in

this case spaz , is the content of the element. Elements may have prop erties

assigned to them in the form of attributes . Attributes are sp eci�ed in the

start tag of an element, e.g., the notation <HeadWord Language=English>
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states that the HeadWord element has an attribute Language with value

English . Do cuments may contain entities which reference external �les,

e.g., pictures, or they may also b e used as macros or abbreviations for

constant strings. Do cuments may also contain pro cessing instructions that

hold application-dep end ent information.

A do cument instance must have a document type de�nition ( dtd ), i.e.,

a grammar describing the structure of the do cument. In the dtd , every

element is de�ned by its content model (or pro duction) that shows which

other elements or data it may contain. Attributes and entities must also

b e de�ned in the dtd . The dtd may b e included in the same �le as the

do cument instance, as is the case in Figure 1.1. The do cument instance and

the dtd may also reside in separate �les. In the latter case the do cument

instance must contain a reference to the dtd .

A typical content mo del may b e found in the example dtd in Figure 1.1:

<!ELEMENT Entry - - (HeadWordGroup, Etymology?, Sense+)>

Here we have an element Entry which contains one HeadWordGroup element,

a p ossible Etymology element and one or more Sense elements. Tags may

b e minimized, i.e., omitted, if the content mo del says so. This content

mo del states that b oth the start tag <Entry> and the end tag </Entry> are

required b ecause the content mo del contains the characters � - - �. Either

the start tag or the end tag may b e omitted if we sp ecify � O - � or � - O �,

resp ectively and b oth tags may b e omitted if we have � O O �. Minimization

is mostly a technical detail to reduce the work of the author and the size of

the do cument instance. In the content mo del ab ove, the group connector

comma , stands for consecutive comp onents. There are two other group

connectors | and & (not present in this content mo del). Only one of the

comp onents connected with | may o ccur. Comp onents connected with &

may o ccur in any order. The o ccurrence indicators ? , + and * stand for an

optional o ccurrence, one or more o ccurrences, or zero or more o ccurrences

of the comp onent, resp ectively.

A complete sgml do cument contains an sgml prolog and a do cument

instance. The prolog may contain an sgml declaration describing basic

facts ab out the dialect of sgml b eing used, such as the character set, and

the length of identi�ers. The prolog must contain a do cument typ e de�ni-

tion ( dtd ).

An sgml parser validates the do cument instance, i.e., checks if the

instance conforms to its dtd . An sgml parser takes an sgml do cument

as input and parses the instance according to the dtd . In the simple

case it only outputs whether the instance is correct. Usually, however, it

splits up the instance in an element information structure set ( esis , [Gol90,
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App endix B, Annex G]) which is a list of all the comp onents of the instance,

e.g., tags, elements, attributes, etc., in the order they app ear. The esis

output can more easily b e pro cessed by other applications.

Example 2.3 Figure 2.4 shows an example of a part of the esis output of

the sgml parser nsgmls [Cla96] when it parses the do cument in Figure 1.1.

The nsgmls parser states that the do cument is valid by printing the letter

C at the end of the esis output. In the esis output, the start and end of

elements is denoted by parentheses and the name of the element tag, e.g.,

(HEADWORD and )HEADWORD , resp ectively. The #PCDATA is preceded by a

dash, e.g., -spaz . 2

(DICTIONARY (SENSE

(ENTRY (DEFINITION

(HEADWORDGROUP -= spastic

(HEADWORD )DEFINITION

-spaz (QUOTATION

)HEADWORD (DATE

(PRONUNCIATION )DATE

-spæz (AUTHOR

)PRONUNCIATION -P. Kael

(PARTOFSPEECH )AUTHOR

-n (WORK

)PARTOFSPEECH -I lost it at the

)HEADWORDGROUP movies III. 259

(ETYMOLOGY )WORK

-Abbreviation of spastic n. .

)ETYMOLOGY .

C

Figure 2.4: Part of the esis output of an sgml parser.

An sgml transformer or converter reads the output of an sgml parser

and makes sp eci�ed mo di�cations to the do cument instance. An event-

driven sgml transformer reads the esis and pro cesses the events as they are

entered. A tree-based sgml transformer may read the esis for constructing

an internal parse tree for further pro cessing.

There is now a new standard for sp ecifying the semantics of sgml do c-

uments, called the Do cument Style Semantics and Sp eci�cation Language

( dsssl ) [ISO96 ]. This standard lets the user make exact sp eci�cations of

how certain structured sgml do cuments should b e pro cessed. The standard
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contains separate languages for sp ecifying do cument transformations and

formatting, and for structured searches in the do cuments. The �rst pro-

totyp es based on the standard are b eginning to emerge [Cla97]. A trans-

former/formatter based on dsssl may pro duce any output format. The

only requirement is that it reads sgml do cuments and dsssl sp eci�cations

and that it interprets the dsssl sp eci�cations correctly.

Unfortunately, sgml is a very complex standard. This is p erhaps the

reason why it has not b een more widely accepted as a do cument standard.

For example, the p ossible complexity of sgml dtd s makes it very hard

to build e�cient sgml parsers. Recently, an international exp ert group

has designed a subset of sgml called xml that lacks the drawbacks of full

sgml [BSM96]. There is hop e that xml will b ecome the de facto do cument

markup standard.
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Chapter 3

Transformation of structured

do cuments

In the following we attribute the name source to the input side of our

transformations. We start with a source document describ ed by a context-

free grammar, a source grammar (also called an input grammar). The

output of the transformation is a target document . Sometimes we also

describ e the target do cument with another context-free grammar, a target

grammar (or output grammar). When parsing the source do cument, the

parser constructs a source parse tree . Sometimes we also build a target

parse tree b efore writing out the target do cument. As we have seen in the

previous chapter, we can use context-free grammars and parsers to de�ne,

check, and mo dify structured do cuments. Before we go into these syntax-

directed translations , we shall take a brief lo ok on other techniques that

could b e used in transforming structured do cuments.

The simplest transformation technique is string matching with string

replacing , where we de�ne a transformation consisting of string patterns,

exact or approximate, and corresp onding replacements. Exact matching

with replacement is available in most editors. Approximate matching with

replacement is not very common, but, e.g., in most unix op erating system

we may use regular expressions for string matching and simple string re-

placement. String matching with replacement accounts for a large group

of text transformations, but when it comes to more complicated structural

mo di�cations, e.g., swapping the order of do cument sections, this technique

is not su�cient.

By parsing we recognize not only the contents but also the structure

of the do cument. Syntax-directed translation techniques are based on this

fact. Usually, the output do cument is written at the time of parsing without

constructing an additional parse tree representing the output. Most parser

25
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generators are used to pro duce such transformation mo dules. The user

sp eci�es the source do cument with a context-free grammar and the output

at each recognized substructure of the do cument. When the source do c-

ument is parsed, the target do cument is written at the same time. With

the help of attribute grammars [Knu68] we can p erform syntax-directed

translation of this kind.

A more general transformation technique is based on subtree matching

and replacement . This technique is similar to the string-based one, but

b efore p erforming the transformation we need to parse the input to obtain

a parse tree which can b e mo di�ed. The transformation is based on input

and output tree templates. When an input template is matched in the

parse tree, the matched no des are replaced with the structure describ ed

in the output pattern. Tree template matching can b e p erformed rather

e�ciently, esp ecially when the underlying context-free grammar is known

[Kil92, KM95].

Some syntax-directed techniques require that we also de�ne a target

grammar. This guarantees that the constructed target parse tree and the

target do cument are syntactically correct over the grammar. Examples of

these techniques are syntax-directed translation schemas [Iro61] and tree

transformation grammars [KPPM84].

3.1 Syntax-directed translation and attribute

grammars

Syntax-directed translation is based on �rst recognizing the structure of

the do cument b efore p erforming the transformation. In the general case,

it do es not mean that we have to build the source parse tree. The tar-

get do cument is output at parsing time which restricts the applicabili ty of

the transformation. Still, this technique is used quite extensively in com-

mercial transformation languages. Often, though, the languages have b een

extended with attributes, whereby it is more appropriate to say that they

are based on attribute grammars.

Example 3.1 Figure 3.1 shows an example of a syntax-directed transla-

tion de�ned with yacc. The sp eci�cation contains three rules that surround

headwords within the strings {\bf and } , resp ectively, and print a new line

after each entry and headword group in the dictionary. 2

All sgml transformation languages are based on syntax-directed trans-

lation. An sgml parser reads the sgml instance and returns, e.g., an output
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Entry: HWGroup Etymology Senses

{ printf("\n") } ;

HWGroup: Headword Pronunciation PartofSpeech

{ printf("\n") } ;

Headword: TEXT

{ printf("{\bf %s} ", yytext) } ;

Figure 3.1: An example of a part of a yacc sp eci�cation.

in esis form that is the base for further transformation. Both event-driven

transformations and tree-based transformations use sgml parsers. In a

tree-based transformation an internal structure is built based up on the

output of the parser. In some cases also event-based sgml transformations

may b ene�t from temp orary constructs comparable to attribute grammars.

An attribute grammar ( ag ) [Knu68, LRS74 ] is a context-free grammar

where each pro duction has asso ciated with it a set of semantic rules of the

form b := f ( c

1

; : : : ; c

n

) , where b and c

i

are variables or attributes and f is an

n -ary function. Translations are p erformed by parsing the source according

to the grammar, then evaluating the attributes at each no de in the parse

tree giving a decorated tree . In a decorated tree, all attributes have values

that are consistent with their de�nition. Attributes can b e evaluated top-

down or b ottom-up, or through several passes [DJL88, Yel88 ]. Assuming

that we do allow functions with side e�ects, we may include output actions

or even tree construction op erators and thereby obtain an attributed trans-

lation , typically used in program compiling. Attribute grammars are often

used as an underlying strategy when implementing higher level transforma-

tion techniques such as tree transformation grammars [KPPM84]. ag s are

somewhat tedious for using in ad hoc transformations, b ecause it is again

up to the user to control that the pro duced output follows the intended

target grammar.

Example 3.2 Figure 3.2 shows an example of a syntax-directed transla-

tion with attributes. The sp eci�cation is written in yacc . Every nontermi-

nal in the yacc sp eci�cation is allowed one attribute, denoted $n , where n

= $ , 1 , 2 , : : : . The symb ol $$ denotes the attribute of the left hand side

nonterminal of the pro duction, and $n the attribute of the n th symb ol on

the right hand side. This short sp eci�cation moves the headword terminal
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Entry: HWGroup Etymology Senses

{ printf("\n") ;

$$ = $1 } ;

HWGroup: Headword Pronunciation PartofSpeech

{ printf("\n") ;

$$ = $1 } ;

Headword: TEXT

{ printf("{\bf %s} ", yytext) ;

$$ = yytext } ;

Figure 3.2: An example of a yacc sp eci�cation with attributes.

up to the Entry nonterminal, where it can b e used, e.g., when traversing

the rest of the dictionary entry. 2

3.2 Syntax-directed translation schemas

Neither syntax-directed translation nor attribute grammars require a tar-

get grammar. This means that there is a great stress on the user to

pro duce the correct output instructions in the sp eci�cations. A syntax-

directed translation schema ( sdts ) [Iro61, BF61, LS68], however, requires

b oth a source grammar and a target grammar, even though the grammars

must b e very similar for the schema to work. Syntax-directed translation

schemas ( sdts ) have b een used in several do cument transformation systems

[KLMN90, KP91, Kui96 ].

Formally, a syntax-directed translation schema ( sdts ) is a quintuple

T = ( N ; � ; � ; R; S ) , where N is a �nite set of nonterminal symb ols, �

is a �nite input alphab et, � is a �nite output alphab et, R is a �nite set

of rules of the form A ! �; � , where � 2 ( N [ �)

�

and � 2 ( N [ �)

�

and the nonterminals in � are a p ermutation of the nonterminals in � ,

and S is a distinguished nonterminal called the start symb ol [AU72]. In

each rule A ! �; � we asso ciate o ccurrences of the same nonterminals in

� and � . If a nonterminal app ears only once in � and � , resp ectively,

the asso ciation is obvious. Otherwise the nonterminals may b e indexed to

denote the asso ciations. Terminals o ccurring only in � or only in � are not

asso ciated.

For the translation we de�ne a translation step with the help of a trans-
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lation form . Firstly, the pair ( S; S ) , where S is the start symb ol, is a

translation form. Secondly, if ( �A� ; �

0

A�

0

) is a translation form where the

two nonterminals A are asso ciated, and if A !  ; 

0

is a rule in R , then

also ( � � ; �

0



0

�

0

) is a translation form. The nonterminals in  and 

0

are

asso ciated as they are in the rule, and nonterminals in � , �

0

, � , and �

0

are

asso ciated as they were in the previous translation form.

The pro cess of computing such a translation form from another form

we call a translation step . A translation step is denoted by the derivation

symb ol )

T

. We also use )

�

T

to denote the re�exive transitive closure,

a translation that consists of zero or more translation steps, and )

+

T

to

denote the transitive closure, a translation that consists of one or more

translation steps. The translation de�ned by T , denoted � ( T ) , is the set of

pairs [AU72]

f ( x ; y ) j ( S ; S ) )

�T ( x ; y ) ; where x 2 � �

and y 2 ��

g :

Informally, we say that y is the translation of x under sdts T or that

x is the translation of y .

Aho and Ullman give Algorithm 3.1 for p erforming a syntax-directed

translation according to an sdts [AU72].

Algorithm 3.1 (Tree transformations via an sdts )

Input. An sdts T = ( N ; � ; � ; R; S ) , with input grammar G

s

=

( N ; � ; P ; S ) , output grammar G

t

= ( N ; � ; P

0

; S ) , and a derivation tree

D in G

s

, with frontier in �

�

.

Output. A derivation tree D

0

in G

t

such that if x and y are the frontiers

of D and D

0

, resp ectively, then ( x; y ) 2 � ( T ) .

Method.

1. Apply step 2, recursively, starting with the ro ot of D .

2. Let this step b e applied to no de n . It will b e the case that n is an

interior no de of D . Let n have the children n

1

; : : : ; n

k

.

(a) Delete those of n

1

; : : : ; n

k

that are leaves (i.e., have terminal or

� -lab els, but that are not text terminals)

(b) Let the pro duction of G

s

represented by n and its direct descen-

dants b e A ! � . That is, A is the lab el of n and � is formed

by concatenating the lab els of n

1

; : : : ; n

k

. Cho ose some rule of

the form A ! �; � in R . Permute the remaining direct descen-

dants of n , if any, in accordance with the asso ciation b etween

the nonterminals of � and � .
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(c) Insert direct descendant leaves of n so that the lab els of its direct

descendants form � .

(d) Apply step 2 to the direct descendants of n that are not leaves,

from left to right.

3. The resulting tree is D

0

.

2

Aho and Ullman also prove that if x and y are the frontiers of D and

D

0

, resp ectively, in Algorithm 3.1, then ( x; y ) is in � ( T ) [AU72] .

Example 3.3 Figure 3.3 shows an example of a syntax-directed transla-

tion schema. The schema de�nes a translation that removes the senses of a

dictionary entry, reorders the pronunciation and part of sp eech information

of a headword and inserts some constant strings for a L

A

T

E

X do cument.

An sdts can also intro duce new nonterminals, the contents of which will

remain empty as there is no way of sp ecifying their structure.

Note that we treat text terminals as nonterminals. Text terminals may

b e asso ciated in the same way as nonterminals are. In this way, we assure

that the contents of the source do cument can b e copied to the target do cu-

ment. This is not strictly according to Algorithm 3.1 which always deletes

source terminals.

Entry ! HWGroup Etymology Senses ,

HWGroup Etymology

HWGroup ! Headword Pronunciation PartofSpeech ,

{ n bf Headword } PartofSpeech Pronunciation

Headword ! TEXT , TEXT

Figure 3.3: An example of an sdts .

2

Several restrictions and extensions have b een de�ned for syntax-directed

translation schemas. By requiring that all asso ciated nonterminals for every

rule A ! �; � in R o ccur in the same order in � and � , we obtain a simple

sdts [AU72]. With a simple sdts , we cannot change the order of the

do cument parts, we can only remove and insert terminals. Some extensions

allow that � and � contain di�erent nonterminals that are not asso ciated.

If � contains a nonterminal that is not present in � , the corresp onding

do cument part is removed. If � contains a nonterminal that is not present
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in � , this part is added to the do cument (p ossibly with empty contents)

[KP93].

sdts s have b een extended with semantic rules [AU71, Bak78], predi-

cates that select a target pro duction [PB78] or even small programs at-

tached to the rules [Shi84], but these extensions do not supp ort the cor-

rectness of the output and we thereby lose the main advantage of using

sdts s.

3.3 TT-grammars

Using an sdts achieves our main goal for a transformation technique for

structured do cuments. The de�nition of a target grammar and its use in

the sdts guarantees that the transformation pro duces only correct target

do cuments. On the other hand, an sdts is quite restricted. Firstly, the

source and target grammars must b e very similar. They must contain

nonterminals with the same names, and there must a corresp onding target

pro duction for each source pro duction. In the case where we start with

two do cument representations that have b een de�ned with two arbitrary

grammars, we must �rst rede�ne one of the grammars to b e able to de�ne

an sdts .

Secondly, an sdts cannot add or remove levels of structure in the parse

trees. The transformation always works on one level in the source parse tree,

removing or adding terminals, and reordering the nonterminals. Sometimes

we need to remove or add levels of no des when we want to intro duce more

internal structure in our do cument or remove some structure. This is esp e-

cially useful when the target do cument itself b ecomes a source do cument

of another transformation.

To solve these problems, we extend the sdts s and intro duce tree trans-

formation grammars or tt -grammars [KPPM84]. A tt -grammar is like an

sdts without the implicit asso ciations b etween nonterminals in the rules.

On the contrary, the user must explicitly de�ne these asso ciations. This

means also that he/she can asso ciate nonterminals with di�erent names.

Additionally, tt -grammars work with as many no de levels in the parse

trees as wanted.

A tt -grammar describ es a relationship b etween a syntax tree over a

grammar G

1

and a syntax tree over a grammar G

2

. Transformations can

b e sp eci�ed b oth ways, from trees over grammar G

1

to trees over grammar

G

2

or vice versa, thus b eing esp ecially suitable for purp oses where two-way

transformations are common. Here we concentrate on one-way transforma-

tions from trees over a source grammar G

s

to trees over a target grammar
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G

t

. The relationship is describ ed by asso ciating groups of pro ductions in

G

s

with groups of pro ductions in G

t

. In addition one needs to asso ciate

symb ol o ccurrences in G

s

with symb ol o ccurrences in G

t

.

Formally, a tt -grammar is a sextuplet ( Gs , G

t

, S

s

, S

t

, P A , S A ) , where

G

s

and G

t

are the source and target grammars, resp ectively, S

s

and S

t

are

sets of source and target subgrammars , resp ectively, PA is a set of produc-

tion group associations , and SA a set of symbol associations . The source

and target grammars are context-free grammars. The source and target

subgrammars consist of subsets of the source and target grammars, re-

sp ectively. A pro duction group asso ciation is a pair consisting of a source

subgrammar in S

s

and a target subgrammar in S

t

. A symb ol asso ciation re-

lates a symb ol in a source subgrammar to a symb ol in a target subgrammar

(within a certain pro duction group asso ciation, or in separate pro duction

group asso ciations).

A source subgrammar must satisfy the following restrictions. First,

there must b e a single start symb ol. Second, every other symb ol in the

subgrammar must b e derivable from this start symb ol. Source subgram-

mars sp ecify subtree patterns to b e matched against in the source tree;

the target subgrammars sp ecify the subtrees that are to b e constructed as

part of the target parse tree. A target subgrammar is not required to have

a single start symb ol; it can have several, resulting in a forest of target

subtrees.

A tt -grammar may b e viewed as generating subtrees in G

t

from sub-

trees in G

s

as follows. Let ( pgs ; pgt ) and ( pg 0s ; pg 0t ) b e pro duction group

asso ciations, where pg

s

and pg

0

s

are source subgrammars and pg

t

and pg

0

t

target subgrammars. The pro ductions in pg

t

( pg

0

t

) are used to construct

target subtrees every time the pro ductions in pg

s

( pg

0

s

) have b een applied

(all of them) in the source tree. In Figure 3.4a, the application of the source

subgrammars has b een denoted by two dashed triangles in the source tree.

Let two of the pro duced target subtrees corresp ond to the pro ductions

A ! �B � in pg

t

and B !  in pg

0

t

(Figure 3.4b). Assume also that b oth

target no des lab eled B are asso ciated with the same source no de p (denoted

by dotted lines b etween the source no de p and the two no des lab eled B in

Figure 3.4). Then the two target subtrees are linked through B to form a

single target subtree (Figure 3.4c). Note that this technique is more general

than using input and output tree templates. In a subgrammar we may use

recursive pro ductions and thereby describ e more complicated tree patterns

than are p ossible with tree templates.

The algorithm for applying a tt -grammar transformation is given as

Algorithm 3.2.
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a) source tree b) target forest c) target (sub-)tree

A

B

� �
p

B A

B

� �
Figure 3.4: Three phases in tt -grammar application..

Algorithm 3.2 (Tree transformations via a tt -grammar)

Input. A tt -grammar TT = ( Gs ; Gt ; Ss ; St ; PA; SA) , with source grammar

G

s

= ( N ; � ; P ; S ) , target grammar G

t

= ( N ; � ; P

0

; S

0

) , and a derivation

tree D in G

s

, with frontier in �

�

.

Output. A derivation tree D

0

in G

t

such that if x and y are the frontiers

of D and D

0

, resp ectively, and y contains terminals only, then y is the tt -

grammar translation of x . (But dep ending on how the transformation is

sp eci�ed, we may also have a forest of trees, all over G

t

.)

Method.

1. Apply step 2 to all no des in tree D , starting with any nonterminal

no de of D . When all no des have b een matched against source sub-

grammars goto step 3.

2. Let this step b e applied to no de n with lab el A . It will b e the case

that n is an interior no de of D .

(a) Cho ose a pro duction group asso ciation pga = ( pgs ; pgt ) where

the source subgrammar pg

s

has start symb ol A and where the
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tree structure denoted by the subgrammar matches the subtree

at no de n . If there are no such pro duction group asso ciation,

return to step 1.

(b) For every pro duction B

j

! X

j

1

� � � X

j k in pgt construct a sepa-

rate target subtree with B

j

as its ro ot and X

j

1

; : : : ; X

j k as its

children.

(c) Let the symb ol asso ciation set of the pro duction group asso ci-

ation pga b e sa . For every symb ol asso ciation ( s

s

; s

t

) in sa ,

asso ciate the symb ols s

s

and s

t

, i.e., make an asso ciation b e-

tween the instance of the symb ol s

s

in the derivation tree D and

the instance of the symb ol s

t

in some target subtree over the

pro duction Bj ! Xj1 : : : st : : : Xjk
3. Apply step 4 to all ro ot no des of separate target subtrees created in

step 2. When no more subtrees can b e linked go to step 5.

4. Let this step b e applied to the ro ot m of the target subtree st

m

. Let

m have the lab el B and a symb ol asso ciation to source no de p .

(a) Find a leaf no de n in any of the other target subtrees with lab el B

and an asso ciation to the same source no de p . Let this subtree b e

st

n

. Merge the subtrees st

m

and st

n

at the no de n , i.e., replace

the leaf no de n in subtree st

n

with the subtree st

m

5. If the result is a connected tree and all the leaves are terminals, it is

D

0

.

2

We observe that Step 2 in the algorithm only constructs subtrees over

a subgrammar of G

t

. Thereby, if the result is one connected tree, the tree

must b e over the target grammar G

t

.

Example 3.4 We shall de�ne a tt -grammar for our dictionary do cument.

Our example transformation makes several transformations to the dictio-

nary that are not p ossible to de�ne with an sdts . We shall print out only

headwords, their etymology, and their examples: additionally, parts have

b een reordered and the text enhanced with constant strings. A p ossible

output of this word list view is the L

A

T

E

X output in Figure 3.5.

To achieve this view we must transform the dictionary into the L

A

T

E

X

declarations of Figure 3.6

We see that we have discarded information ab out part of sp eech and

sense de�nitions, and reordered some other information. We also insert
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spaz (Abbreviation of spastic n.)

� I know how long, you little spaz. (M.

Amis, Dead babies viii. 47, 1975)

� The term that American teen-agers

now use as the opp osite of `tough'

is `spaz'. (P. Kael, I lost it at the

movies I I I. 259, 1965)

Figure 3.5: A L

A

T

E

X view of the target do cument.

{\bf spaz} (Abbreviation of spastic n.)

\begin{itemize}

\item I know how long, you little spaz.

(M. Amis, Dead babies viii. 47, 1975)

\item The term that American teen-agers now use as

the opposite of `tough' is `spaz'.

(P. Kael, I lost it at the movies III. 259, 1965)

\end{itemize}

Figure 3.6: An example target do cument.

new constant strings in the text. To do this, we mo dify the source parse

tree extensively. We sp ecify this transformation by �rst describing the

source grammar of the dictionary and the target grammar of the word list,

and then by giving the rules of the mapping, rules that are based on b oth

grammars. The source grammar has already b een given in Figure 2.1. The

target grammar is shown in Figure 3.7. Note esp ecially that we have used

b oth source grammar nonterminals and new nonterminals. The mapping

do es not restrict the use of nonterminals in the grammars as is the case in

an sdts .

When parsing our source do cument, the dictionary, we achieve the parse

tree depicted in Figure 2.3 on page 19. The complete set of mapping rules

for this transformation is given in Figure 3.8 on page 40.

The �rst rule applies to the ro ot of the source tree and states that

whenever we �nd a subtree as sp eci�ed in the source subgrammar of the

rule in the source tree, we construct the subtrees de�ned in the target
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Word list ! Words Examples ! Example

Words ! Words Word Example ! Quotations

Words ! Word Quotations ! Quotation

Word ! Headword Quotations

Etymology Quotations ! Quotation

n begin{itemize} Quotation ! n item Text (

Examples Author Work

n end{itemize} Date )

Headword ! { n bf TEXT } Date ! TEXT

Etymology ! ( TEXT ) Author ! TEXT

Examples ! Examples Work ! TEXT

Example Text ! TEXT

Figure 3.7: An example target grammar.

subgrammar.

1 Document ! Entries Document . Word list ! Entries . Words

Symb ol asso ciations are denoted in the target subgrammars by

source_symbol.target_symbol . In this case the rule matches a subtree at

the ro ot of the source tree and constructs a target subtree as follows.

Dictionary

Entries : : : Word list

Words

1

The matched subtree is denoted by the dashed b ox, and the rule numb er is

stated in the top left corner of the b ox. The transformation constructs one

target subtree. Symb ol asso ciations are denoted in the �gure by dotted

curves. Symb ol asso ciations b etween nonterminals, or nonterminals and

terminals are used for connecting separate target subtrees.

The following two rules map an iteration in the source on a similar

iteration in the target.
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2 Entries ! Entries

Entry

Entries(1) . Words ! Entries(2) . Words

Entry . Word

3 Entries ! Entry Entries . Words ! Entry . Word

Here several o ccurrences of the same nonterminal are distinguished by in-

dexing the o ccurrences. Rule 2 is never used in our example b ecause such a

source subtree cannot b e found in our source tree. However, rule 3 is used,

matching at the source subtree starting at no de Entries .

Dictionary

Entries

Entry: : : : : : : : : Words

Word

3

As a result, we now have two separate target subtrees. In the subtrees

there are two target no des lab eled Words asso ciated with the same instance

of a source no de Entries , and the former and the new target subtrees are

linked into one subtree.

Word list

Words

Word

Rule numb er 4 contains a source subgrammar with several pro ductions.

4 Entry ! HWGroup Entry . Word ! Headword . Headword

Etymology Etymology . Etymology

Senses \begin{itemize\

HWGroup ! Headword Senses . Examples

Pronunciation \end{itemize}

PartofSpeech

PartofSpeech ! n.

The transformation constructs a tree pattern from these pro ductions with

the �rst nonterminal ( Entry ) as a ro ot. Applying such a rule in an sdts

is not p ossible as an sdts only asso ciates pro ductions not subgrammars.

Using the rule constructs a target tree where some of the information, such
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as the pronunciation and part of sp eech categorization, has b een discarded.

Also, our transformation includes only entries where the PartofSpeech

element has b een sp eci�ed as a noun ( n. ). If our small dictionary con-

tained also verbs and adjectives, they would not b e included in the target

do cument.

Entries

Entry

HWGroup Etymology

Senses

Headword

Pronunciation

PartofSpeech

Sensespaz spæz n Abbreviationof spasticn.4

Word

Headword

Etymology Examplesnbegin{itemize}nend{itemize}
Again, we have two no des in the target subtrees lab eled Word that are

asso ciated with the same instance of a source no de lab eled Entry . The two

target subtrees are connected to form a new tree as follows.

Word list

Words

Word

Headword

Etymology Examplesnbegin{itemize} nend{itemize}
As an example of text terminal mapping, we have rule 5

5 Headword ! TEXT Headword . Headword ! {\bf TEXT . TEXT }

which matches the source tree at no de Headword . The transformation pro-

duces a similar target subtree where the identi�er has b een copied. Here,

we have the second reason for symb ol asso ciations demonstrated. Sym-

b ol asso ciations b etween terminals are used for copying the contents of the

terminal to the target side.
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HWGroup

Headword

: : : : : :spaz Headword spaz5

As a �nal example of rule application, we take a lo ok at rule 12.

12 Quotation ! Date Quotation . Quotation ! Quotation . Item

Author Text . Text

Work ( Author . Author ,

Text Work . Work ,

Date . Date )

Quotation . Item ! \item

This rule demonstrates the reordering p ower of the mapping. Logical parts

of the do cument are reordered at the same time as terminals and nonter-

minals are inserted in the target tree. We also see how one rule pro duces

several target subtrees to b e linked later. This is not p ossible with an sdts .

Quotations

Quotation

Date Author Work Text1965 P. Kael : : : : : :12

Quotation

Item Text Author Work Date
( , , )

Itemnitem
We have started the simulation of the transformation by traversing the

source tree in preorder. Note, however, that there is no restriction on the

order in which the rules are applied, as long as all rules that match in the

tree are used. The matching phase is p erformed �rst after which all the

pro duced target subtrees can b e linked to form the target subtree.

The rest of the transformation is p erformed in a similar way. The

complete set of mapping rules is given in Figure 3.8. The �gure reads
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1 Document ! Entries Document . Wordlist ! Entries. Words
2 Entries ! Entries Entry Entries(1). Words ! Entries(2). WordsEntry. Word
3 Entries ! Entry Entries. Words ! Entry. Word
4 Entry ! HWGroup Entry. Word ! Headword . HeadwordEtymology Etymology . EtymologySenses n begin{itemize}HWGroup ! Headword Senses. ExamplesPronunciation n end{itemize}PartofSpeechPartofSpeech ! n.

5 Headword ! TEXT Headword . Headword ! { n bf TEXT . TEXT }

6 Etymology ! TEXT Etymology . Etymology ! TEXT . TEXT

7 Senses ! Senses Sense Senses. Examples ! Senses. ExamplesSense. Example
8 Senses ! Sense Senses. Examples ! Sense. Example
9 Sense ! De�nition Sense. Example ! Quotations. QuotationsQuotations
10 Quotations ! Quotations Quotations(1). Quotations ! Quotation. QuotationQuotation Quotations(2). Quotations
11 Quotations ! Quotation Quotations. Quotations ! Quotation. Quotation
12 Quotation ! Date Quotation . Quotation ! Quotation. ItemAuthor Text . TextWork ( Author . Author ,Text Work. Work ,Date. Date )Quotation . Item ! n item

13 Date ! TEXT Date. Date ! TEXT . TEXT

14 Author ! TEXT Author . Author ! TEXT . TEXT

15 Work ! TEXT Work. Work ! TEXT . TEXT

16 Text ! TEXT Text . Text ! TEXT . TEXT

Figure 3.8: A mapping b etween the grammars of Figures 2.1 and 3.7.
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as follows. Pro duct group asso ciations are numb ered from 1 to 16. The

source subgrammar of a pga is given to the left and the corresp onding

target subgrammar to the right. Symb ol asso ciations are shown in the

target subgrammars by connecting asso ciated symb ols with a p erio d. All

together, the transformation pro duces 17 target subtrees that are linked

together through the symb ol asso ciation to form the complete target tree

in Figure 3.9.

2

Ab ove we have seen examples of how a parts of structured do cument can

b e renamed, reordered, removed, or inserted, how levels of the do cument

tree can b e suppressed or inserted, and how terminals are copied to the

new do cument. Unfortunately, there are transformations that require more

complex actions. This is also known in attribute grammars, where semantic

rules go b eyond the syntactical transformations. We have extended tt -

grammars with semantic actions also in the alchemist system. The next

chapter considers this system.
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Chapter 4

The transformation generator

ALCHEMIST

As we have sen in the previous chapter, the notion of tt -grammars can

well b e used in the implementation of a transformation generator for struc-

tured do cuments. One such example is the ssags transformation generator

[KPPM84], but it only implements a subset of the tt -grammar technique.

In this chapter we present a transformation generator called alchemist

[TL94a, LTV96] which is based on the tt -grammar technique. alchemist

also provides a graphical interface for sp ecifying transformations. Addi-

tionally, alchemist automatically generates the transformation co de and

calls a compiler that links and compiles the co de into an executable trans-

formation.

alchemist is similar to many other transformation generators such as

ica [MBO93]. The motivation b ehind alchemist lies in the fact that we

wanted to provide a general transformation generator where the user do es

not have to b other ab out the similarity of the source and target grammars.

Also, we wanted a generator that is equally suitable for pro ducing transfor-

mations b etween structured do cuments as well as b etween other structured

representations such as computer programs and p ersistent representations

of data in computer applications. In this chapter we describ e the struc-

ture and use of alchemist and also present its implementation. We de-

scrib e the exp erience in its use and evaluation of the system in Chapter 6.

First, though, we take a lo ok at the small di�erences in the alchemist

tt -grammars from those de�ned in Section 3.3.

43
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4.1 ALCHEMIST tt -grammars

alchemist implements a subset of tt -grammars where multiple source

pro ductions are allowed in a source subgrammar. This allows the user to

de�ne more complex source subtree templates to b e matched against in

the source parse tree. Instead of only removing and adding terminals and

reordering nonterminals in the source parse tree, the user can also add or

remove levels of internal no des in the tree.

The general idea of a source subgrammar as a grammar has not though

b een implemented in alchemist . This idea would allow the use and in-

terpretation of recursive pro ductions in the source subgrammar to describ e

arbitrarily big recursive subtrees to b e matched against. This would de�-

nitely add to the transformational p ower of alchemist , but it seems that

this additional p ower is not worth the trouble. In the current version of

alchemist the source subgrammar corresp onds to a connected tree sub-

structure to b e matched against in the source parse tree. Also the indented

but semantically unclear symb ol asso ciations b etween symb ols in di�erent

pro duction group asso ciations have not b een implemented in alchemist .

These asso ciations might b e used p erhaps as a short cut in linking the tar-

get subtrees together at the end of the mapping but it is unclear to the

author how they are used in [KPPM84]. These minor restrictions to the

tt -grammar technique in the implementation of alchemist do not much

decrease the p ower of the transformation generator.

In addition, several extensions have b een made to the tt -grammars in

alchemist . Firstly, identi�er copying from the source to the target has

b een added. The user asso ciates identi�ers on b oth sides of the transforma-

tion (source and target) and assures that identi�ers are correctly �brought

over� to the target side. Secondly, semantic actions have b een added for

pro cessing on the target side. The user can add semantic actions to check

for identi�ers, p erform computing, etc., in the transformation sp eci�cation.

This makes the transformation as p owerful as any programming language.

As a matter of fact, the language used in semantic action is a programming

language (C++).

4.2 ALCHEMIST structure

alchemist divides transformation construction into three phases: speci-

�cation , generation , and compilation . Sp eci�cation includes de�ning b oth

the source and target grammars as well as a mapping b etween the grammars

based on the tt -grammar technique. Generation pro duces programming
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co de from the sp eci�cations and compilation the co de of the executable

transformation mo dule. alchemist contains interacting software mo dules

for all these phases (Figure 4.1). These mo dules have all b een named with

concepts from the alchemy domain.

spellbound is the sp eci�cation interface and contains only one to ol, the

mappertool , for sp ecifying mappings. Grammars are given in text

�les. The output of the sp eci�cation phase consists of a source and a

target grammar, and a mapping b etween these two grammars.

spelltool comprises to ols for generating the transformation co de and

compiling it into an executable transformation mo dule. It contains

the following mo dules:

seer generates a parser from the source grammar. The source parser

reads source do cuments and builds the corresp onding source

parse tree.

stone generates a mapp er from the mapping sp eci�cation. The

source-to-target mapp er transforms the source parse tree into

a target parse tree.

swindler generates a target parser or unparser from the target

grammar. The target parser traverses the target parse tree and

writes its frontier, the target do cument, to a �le.

compiler compiles and links the generated co de into an executable

transformation.

substance is the interface for de�ning the internal parse tree structures.

Dep ending on the transformation applications, the user needs to use

parse trees of di�erent complexity.

glass is the interface for de�ning user interface for user interaction when

the user needs to interact in some semi-automatic transformations.

glass and substance generators. There are two more mo dules gener-

ating transformation co de: one for generating co de for the internal

parse trees and one for generating the user interaction interface.

pot handles the storage of reusable comp onents, such as grammars and

mapping sp eci�cations.

In Figure 4.1 we see a schema of the alchemist pro cess and its in-

termediate and end results. All intermediate results, such as grammars,

co de, etc, are stored p ersistently in �les. Figure 4.1 shows implemented
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Figure 4.1: The alchemist environment.

comp onents with unbroken lines and un�nished comp onents with dashed

lines.

We want to make a clear distinction b etween the transformation con-

struction level (sp eci�cation, generation, and compilation) and the execu-

tion level (of using the transformation). Therefore we name all the meta

level comp onents of the construction level with capital letters: alchemist ,

spellbound , etc. At the execution level, alchemist transformations are

called spel ls , and all comp onents linked to the execution level (source do cu-

ments, sp ells, internal implementation comp onents) are written with small

letters.

The sp ell pro cess, i.e., the data �ow of an alchemist transformation, is

shown in Figure 4.2. A sp ell consists of three mo dules, a parser , a mapper ,

and an unparser . The parser reads the source do cument and builds the

corresp onding parse tree. The mapp er transforms the parse tree into a
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target parse tree, and the unparser writes the frontier of the target parse

tree into the target do cument. Again, the intermediate representations of

the do cument, the parse tree, may b e saved p ersistently through spel lpot .

In this way we are less dep endent on memory size if the do cuments are

large.
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Figure 4.2: Data �ow of a sp ell.

Between the construction level and the execution level lies apprentice ,

an interface for executing a set of sp ells. apprentice provides a convenient

interface for selecting and starting the appropriate sp ell. The alchemist

environment is shown in Figure 4.3.

4.3 ALCHEMIST use

As mentioned earlier, alchemist divides the transformation or sp ell con-

struction into several phases. In this section we take a closer lo ok at these

phases together with examples and see how alchemist implements the

tt -grammar technique (see also [LT95, LTV95a]). The phases on the con-

struction level supp orted by alchemist are

1. the speci�cation phase where the user sp eci�es the transformation

with spellbound giving as results a source and a target grammar,

and a mapping b etween the grammars,

2. the generation phase where the user generates transformation co de

with spelltool , and

3. the compilation phase where the user with the help of spelltool

calls the appropriate compiler for pro ducing an executable sp ell.

Additionally, on the execution level, supp orted by alchemist we have

4. The execution phase where the user starts a sp ell with apprentice .
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Figure 4.3: The alchemist environment.

4.3.1 Sp ell sp eci�cation

The �rst construction phase includes grammar and mapping sp eci�cation.

The user sp eci�es b oth a source and a target grammar for the sp ell. A

mapping b etween the grammars is constructed based on the tt -grammar

technique.

Grammar sp eci�cation

The source and target grammars are context-free grammars. The grammars

follow a very simple syntax. Nonterminals are any identi�ers b eginning

with a letter and followed by letters and/or numb ers. A terminal is either

surrounded by double quotes or consists of a sp ecial terminal. A quotation

mark in a terminal is in itself surrounded by double quotes. A sp ecial

terminal is a source terminal or a target terminal. Source terminals are
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IDENTIFIER An identi�er, a letter followed by letters or numb ers.

TEXT A string of text, application dep endent.

NUMBER A numb er, a digit followed by digits (integers only).

STRING A string, any sequence of characters surrounded by double

quotes.

Target terminals are used for pro ducing certain strings in the target

do cument, e.g., dates or binary numb ers. The target terminals are

IDENTIFIER An identi�er, a letter followed by letters or numb ers.

NUMBER A numb er, a digit followed by digits (integers only).

BINARY_NUMBER A binary numb er, for pro ducing a binary numb er.

IDENTIFIER[n] An identifer of length n .

NUMBER[n] A numb er of length n .

BINARY_NUMBER[n] A binary numb er of length n .

STRING A string surrounded by double quotes.

CHAR[n] The ASCI I character with numb er n .

NULL[m] Pro duces m NULL characters.

CURRENT_DATE The current date in the format YYMMDD.

CURRENT_TIME The current time in the format HHMMSS.

INCLUDE_FILE Inserts the contents of the �le which is given as the

next (terminal) symb ol after INCLUDE_FILE .

The pro duction rewrite symb ol is denoted by -> . Iterations are sp eci�ed

with recursive pro ductions. Disjunctions are sp eci�ed by giving several

pro ductions with the same nonterminal on the left hand side. The gram-

mar syntax is very simple and sp eci�cation can b e made with an ordinary

text editor. Figure 4.4 shows an example of an alchemist grammar cor-

resp onding to the dtd in Example 1.1 on page 2.

When actually used in sp ell sp eci�cation, the source and target gram-

mars are loaded into the grammar windows of the mappertool (Fig-

ure 4.5).

Mapping sp eci�cation

The mapping connects the source and target grammars together based on

the tt -grammar technique. As exp ected this is the most complicated part

of a sp ell sp eci�cation. The mapping is sp eci�ed through mappertool

(Figure 4.6).

Pro duction group asso ciations are sp eci�ed in the main window of

mappertool (Figure 4.6). The user op ens up the source and target

grammars in separate windows and selects the appropriate pro duction into
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Dictionary -> "<Dictionary>" Entries "</Dictionary>";

Entries -> Entries Entry ;

Entries -> Entry ;

Entry -> "<Entry>" HWGroup Etymology Senses

"</Entry>" ;

HWGroup -> "<HWGroup>" Headword Pronunciation

PartofSpeech "</HWGroup>" ;

Headword -> "<Headword>" TEXT "</Headword>" ;

Pronunciation -> "<Pronunciation>" TEXT "</Pronunciation>" ;

PartofSpeech -> "<PartofSpeech>" "n." "</PartofSpeech>" ;

PartofSpeech -> "<PartofSpeech>" "v." "</PartofSpeech>" ;

PartofSpeech -> "<PartofSpeech>" "a." "</PartofSpeech>" ;

Etymology -> "<Etymology>" TEXT "</Etymology>" ;

Senses -> Senses Sense ;

Senses -> Sense ;

Sense -> "<Sense>" Definition Quotations "</Sense>";

Quotations -> Quotations Quotation ;

Quotations -> Quotation ;

Definition -> "<Definition>" TEXT "</Definition>" ;

Quotation -> "<Quotation>" Date Author Work Text

"</Quotation>" ;

Date -> "<Date>" TEXT "</Date>" ;

Author -> "<Author>" TEXT "</Author>" ;

Work -> "<Work>" TEXT "</Work>" ;

Text -> "<Text>" TEXT "</Text>" ;

Figure 4.4: An example of an alchemist grammar.

source and target subgrammars. The source subgrammar must contain one

single start symb ol from which all other symb ols are derivable. By default,

the left hand side of the �rst pro duction in this group is considered as the

start symb ol of the source subgrammar. When the user has sp eci�ed the

subgrammars, he/she connects them forming a pro duction group asso cia-

tion. A subgrammar may b e used in several group asso ciations.

Symb ol asso ciations are sp eci�ed in the symb ol asso ciation window

(Figure 4.7). The window shows all the nonterminal symb ols and sp ecial

terminals corresp onding to the current pro duction group asso ciation in the

mappertool main window. The user makes symb ol asso ciations by se-

lecting source and target symb ols. Several symb ol may b e chosen at a

time.
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Figure 4.5: An alchemist grammar in the source grammar window of

mappertool .

Semantic actions are sp eci�ed by selecting a target symb ol and sp ecify-

ing the action in the semantic actions window (Figure 4.8). An action can

b e p erformed b efore or after a target symb ol is pro cessed by the mapp er of

the sp ell. An action b efore pro cessing the symb ol may make mo di�cations

to the symb ol, like capitalizing, etc. An action after pro cessing may insert

the symb ol in a symb ol table.

4.3.2 Sp ell generation

The second phase of sp ell construction includes generating the sp ell co de

from the sp ell sp eci�cation. In principle, co de generation is indep endent

of the programming language but in this sp ecial case alchemist generates

C++ co de as the semantic actions are written in this language. Co de

generation is p erformed with the help of spelltool (Figure 4.9).

For each subsp eci�cation, the user needs to generate a sp ell mo dule.

seer and generates a parser from the source grammar, stone generates a

mapp er from the mapping sp eci�cation, and swindler generates an un-

parser from the target grammar. Following the alchemist design prin-
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Figure 4.6: mappertool for sp ecifying pro duction group asso ciations.

ciples of storing any intermediate result p ersistently, the co de may b e in-

sp ected and even mo di�ed (but on the user's own risk). In this way, the

user may tailor the transformation to very sp eci�c needs not describable

with spellbound .

4.3.3 Sp ell compilation

The third phase of sp ell construction includes compiling and linking the

sp ell co de into an executable mo dule. This phase includes default com-

p onents like a sp ell user interface and connections to ob ject management.

Compiling is also p erformed with the help of spelltool (Figure 4.10).

The user has several options. He/She can cho ose to compile a sp ell

with a graphical user interface or a textual interface. He/She can also limit

the compilation to the source parser which is very convenient for testing

purp oses. In this way the user can convince himself that the grammar is

correct b efore continuing with the rest of the sp ell sp eci�cation. By using

the target grammar as a source grammar, the user can also pro duce a parser
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Figure 4.7: The mappertool window for sp ecifying symb ol asso ciations.

Figure 4.8: The mappertool window for sp ecifying semantic actions.
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Figure 4.9: spelltool for generating sp ell co de.

Figure 4.10: spelltool for compiling a sp ell.
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for this grammar.

4.3.4 Sp ell execution

When all of the phases in sp ell construction have b een p erformed, the

sp ell is ready to b e executed. If the user has constructed a sp ell with a

graphical interface (Figure 4.11), he/she can either start the sp ell through

apprentice (Figure 4.12) or in a command window. The user writes

the �le names of the source and target do cuments in the graphical sp ell

interface. He/She may op en the source do cument to check that the correct

do cument has b een chosen. Also the target do cument may b e op ened

after the transformation. The sp ell interface shows the p ercentage of the

completed transformation pro cess. For debugging and tracing reasons, the

user can select the amount of debugging messages. A higher trace level gives

the user a b etter chance to follow the distinct phases of the transformation.

Figure 4.11: An example of a sp ell interface.

In addition to the ab ove mentioned sp ell comp onents, the user may

also include pre- and p ostpro cessing commands in a sp ell. A prepro cessing

command is p erformed on the source do cument b efore it is parsed, while

a p ostpro cessing command is p erformed on the target do cument b efore it
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Figure 4.12: apprentice provides a start up interface to a set of sp ells.

is written to a �le. Pre- and p ostpro cessing commands can contain avail-

able unix level commands and applications. Prepro cessing commands are

esp ecially useful for simplifying the source do cument by removing parts

unnecessary for the transformation and p erhaps streamlining similar parts.

Prepro cessing may simplify the source grammar extensively and thereby

also the mapping sp eci�cation. Postpro cessing, on the other hand, is suit-

able for making simple conversions like translating the target do cument

into the appropriate platform format (e.g., PC or unix ). Pre- and p ost-

pro cessing commands can also b e used for creating macro sp ells by linking

several sp ells together. Pre- and p ostpro cessing commands are de�ned in

the Transformation comp onents window of the sp ell (Figure 4.13).

The complete sp ell (Figure 4.14) then can consist of

� preprocessing commands to b e p erformed on the source do cument

b efore it is parsed,

� a source parser that reads the source do cument and builds the corre-

sp onding source tree,

� a source-to-target mapper that traverses the source parse tree and

constructs the corresp onding target parse tree according to the tt -

grammar technique,
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Figure 4.13: Sp ell comp onents to b e included in the sp ell.

� a target parser or unparser that writes out the frontier of the target

parse tree, and �nally

� postprocessing commands p erformed b efore the target do cument is

written to a �le.

Pre- and p ostpro cessing are optional as is the mapping phase. If the map-

ping phase is missing, the source tree is copied directly to the target tree.

4.4 ALCHEMIST implementation

The architecture of alchemist has b een kept as op en as p ossible. All sub-

comp onents of alchemist run also stand-alone without the unifying frame-

work. For example, the user may want to use only mappertool without

the other alchemist to ols, or he/she may want to pro duce a stand-alone

parser with seer and may do so without the help of the spelltool . On the

execution level, all sp ells run stand-alone without the need of apprentice .

The implementation has b een done in C++ through ob ject-oriented

programming. yacc and lex are used in seer to generate the source

parser, but all other alchemist comp onents including the mapp er gen-

erator swindler has b een implemented from scratch. alchemist with
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Figure 4.14: Data �ow of a sp ell.

comp onents consist of ab out 15 000 lines of C++ co de. Typical sp ells

contain ab out 9000 lines of C++ or more dep ending on the size of the

grammars and the mapping. The ma jority of these 9000 lines are default

co de lines for interface and prede�ned semantic actions like symb ol table

checking. alchemist and its sp ells run under the Solaris 2.x and CDE

op erating system on Sparc machines.

Sp ells can b e compiled with several C++ compilers. We have used b oth

the at&t C++ compiler and the Gnu g++ compiler. Sp ells can easily b e

extended with the C++ programming language without changing the �le

structure of the generated co de. A C++ �le for user de�ned pro cedures

has b een included.

alchemist is fully op erational in the way as has b een explained in

this chapter. alchemist has b een extensively used for building transfor-

mations, esp ecially for providing an interface b etween two development

environments [LV95].



Chapter 5

The SGML transformation

language TranSID

The TranSID language is a tree-based transformation language [JKL96a,

JKL96b , JKL97]. The language is targeted at sgml transformations, but

the underlying technique is indep endent of the representation format. The

transformation has full access to the entire parse tree of the sgml do cu-

ment. Design goals of the language included declarativeness, simpleness and

implementability with reasonable e�ort. Sp ecial features include a bottom-

up evaluation pro cess and the p ossibility to restrain the transformation to

the event-based strategy. The event-based top-down strategy is su�cient

for simple formatting of the sgml do cument. Bottom-up evaluation is a

declarative way of de�ning some transformations that would b e awkward

to de�ne in a top-down manner. The TranSID language also includes high

level declarative commands that frees the user from low-level programming.

We have implemented an interpreter and an evaluator for TranSID, which

are fully op erational in unix environments [JKL96a, JKL96b ].

The Do cument Style Semantics and Sp eci�cation Language Standard

(DSSSL, [ISO96]) de�nes a related transformation language. DSSSL is,

however, quite complex as it covers b oth tree transformation and do cu-

ment formatting. TranSID is mainly concerned with tree transformation

even if some simple formatting is p ossible. Ab ove all, we have strived to

make TranSID a simple, declarative language that is easy to use. Simple

transformations should b e easy to sp ecify!

In this chapter we present the TranSID language and its implementa-

tion. We start by giving a short explanation of the data mo del and the

evaluation strategy of TranSID and then give some examples of its use. We

present the language through examples. We conclude by giving an overview

of the implementation.
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5.1 Overall control and data mo del

The transformation pro cess in the TranSID language is similar to the grove

transformation pro cess of the DSSSL standard [ISO96] and also to the sp ell

pro cess of alchemist . The basic environment consists of an sgml parser,

a TranSID parser, a transformer and a linearizer (Figure 5.1).

SGML

source

do c(s)

SGML

parser

source

tree(s)

tree

trans-

former

target

tree(s)

linearizer

target

do c(s)

Internal

rule base

TranSID

parser

imp ort

declarations

transformation

rules

linearization

rules

TranSID program

Figure 5.1: The TranSID transformation pro cess

A TranSID transformation starts by parsing an sgml do cument in-

stance and constructing an internal do cument tree. We use the SP parser

[Cla96] for parsing the do cument.

The tree transformation is sp eci�ed in a TranSID program that is parsed

by its own parser. An internal rule base is formed of the TranSID pro-

gram. It may contain rules for transformation and linearization as well

as some imp ort declarations. The imp ort declarations guide the sgml

parser in building the source tree. The transformation is p erformed by the

tree transformer which traverses the constructed parse tree and applies the

transformation rules to build a corresp onding target representation tree.

The linearizer may still p erform minor conversions to the target tree. It

may output the target tree as an sgml do cument, or some other sp eci�ed

output, e.g., a stripp ed (of tags) ASCI I version or a html do cument. There

may also b e several input and output do cuments.

5.2 Semi-formal semantics

We present a semi-formal syntax and semantics for TranSID transforma-

tions. These de�nitions describ e the overall semantics of TranSID, i.e., how
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a TranSID program sp eci�es a mapping from source trees (or forests) to

target trees (or forests). The following description is adapted from [JKL97].

During a TranSID execution there is always a current node at the fo cus

of control. Intuitively, the current no de is the no de that is b eing trans-

formed. The evaluation pro ceeds b ottom-up: the descendants of the cur-

rent no de b elong to the result forest, but its siblings and ancestors are in

the source tree (Figure 5.2).

A TranSID program P is a sequence of transformation rules

( R

1

; : : : ; R

k

) , where each rule R

i

is a pair ( S

i

; T

i

) consisting of a source

clause S

i

and a target clause T

i

. The source clause is a predicate on the

subtree ro oted by the current no de. If source clause S

i

is satis�ed by the

no de, we say that the corresp onding rule R

i

matches the subtree ro oted by

the current no de. The result of a rule R

i

on a tree T is denoted by R

i

( T ) ,

and it means the forest resulting by applying the target clause T

i

on T .

This application may include insertions of new structures and selection

and combination of tree comp onents relative to the ro ot of T .

Let P = ( R

1

; : : : ; R

m

) b e a TranSID program. We denote the result of

applying P on a tree or a forest T by P ( T ) , and de�ne it as follows:

1. If T is a tree that matches no rule in P , then P ( T ) = T .

2. Otherwise, if T = a ( T

1

; : : : ; T

n

) is a tree with the ro ot element lab eled

a and with a forest of immediate subtrees ( T

1

; : : : ; T

n

) , and R

i

is the

�rst rule in P that matches

a ( P ( T

1

; : : : ; T

n

)) ; (5.1)

then

P ( T ) = R

i

( a ( P ( T

1

; : : : ; T

n

))) : (5.2)

3. If T is a forest ( T

1

; : : : ; T

n

) , then P ( T ) = ( P ( T

1

) ; : : : ; P ( T

n

)) , i.e., the

result is obtained by concatenating the result of applying program P

on each of the trees in the forest. If T is an empty forest, then P ( T )

is also an empty forest.

Equations (5.1) and (5.2) mean that the current subtree is transformed

after its subtrees have b een transformed, i.e., the evaluation pro ceeds

b ottom-up. The rules are chosen in the order they app ear. We want to

stress that there is no evaluation order de�ned b etween no des at the same

level in the tree. For example, leaf level no des (data) may b e evaluated in

an arbitrary order or even in parallel.
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source forest

target forest

sourcecurrent.origin: : :
.

.

.

: : : targetcurrent: : :
.

.

.

: : :
Figure 5.2: Source and target forests of a transformation pro cess. Reach-

able structures from the current no de are marked with solid lines, un-

reachable or yet uncreated ones with dashed lines.

5.3 TranSID transformations

We present the basic comp onents of the TranSID language through small

examples. By a TranSID transformation we denote the pro cess describ ed

in the previous section consisting of parsing, transforming and linearizing

one or several input sgml do cument instances.

A transformation program consists of transformation rules . A transfor-

mation rule consists of a source clause and a target clause . A source clause

lo cates a no de in the source tree. The no de can b e lo cated by name and/or

additional conditions that refer to any part of the source tree. During the

transformation, the source tree is traversed in a b ottom-up way. For each

no de, the rule base is checked for a rule with a matching source clause.

When a rule is found, the actions sp eci�ed in the target clause are p er-

formed. A target clause describ es how the lo cated no de is replaced by a

target forest.

A transformation rule then has the following format.

No de typ e No de name or *

WHEN condition

BECOMES sequence of new subtrees ;
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Any no de typ e in the tree, such as an element or an attribute is �rst

recognized by a no de clause and further tested for a condition. These

two lines constitute the source clause. If the condition holds, the no de is

replaced in the result tree by a forest of trees (actually a list of no des)

sp eci�ed in the target clause b eginning with BECOMES . For example, the

following two rules

ELEMENT "Entry"

WHEN current.descendants.having(this.name ==

"PartofSpeech").children.find("n.")

BECOMES <"Noun_Entry">{current.children} ;

ELEMENT "Entry"

WHEN not current.descendants.having(this.name ==

"PartofSpeech").children.find("n.")

BECOMES null ;

prunes an sgml do cument and includes only entries that in their Partof

Speech element contain the string � n. �. The no de clause of the �rst rule

ELEMENT "Entry"

lo cates Entry elements but only when the condition

current.descendants.having(this.name ==

"PartofSpeech").children.find("n.")

holds. The condition is stated as an orientation expression . An orientation

expression consists of locators separated by dots (�.�). The �rst lo cator

must always b e absolute , i.e., p oint to a certain no de in the tree. In the

ab ove expression, the lo cator current is absolute and p oints to the no de

that is b eing transformed. All other lo cators in an orientation expression

must b e relative, i.e., relative to the no de or no des indicated by the absolute

lo cator. In the ab ove expression, the relative lo cator descendants lo cates

the sub elements of the current no de.

The evaluation of the expression pro ceeds from left to right. Every lo ca-

tor returns a list of no des that are used as input for the next lo cator in the

expression. In this sense TranSID expressions resemble expressions in the

MetaMorphosis transformation language [MID95], which was an imp ortant

source of inspiration for the design of TranSID. The relative lo cator having

selects the no des that satisfy the condition expressed as a parameter of the
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having lo cator. In this case, the having condition contains an orientation

expression and a constant string. The lo cator this refers here to the de-

scendants of the current no de, one at a time. The prop erty op erator name

lo cates the name of the descendant elements and the entire condition checks

whether the found name equals the constant string PartofSpeech . Only

elements that satisfy this condition are used as input for the next lo cator

which lo cates the children of the PartofSpeech elements. In this case, we

assume them to b e text strings #PCDATA in sgml . The string op erator

find lo cates only the text elements that contain the string � n. �.

The source clause of the rule ab ove matches sections like

...

<Entry>

<HWGroup>

<Headword>spaz</Headword>

<Pronunciation>spæz</Pronunciation>

<PartofSpeech>n.</PartofSpeech>

</HWGroup>

...

</Entry>

...

but it do es not match entries that do not contain the string � n. � in the

PartofSpeech element. Those entries are matched by the second rule b e-

cause it contains the same condition negated by the Bo olean op erator not .

The target clauses of the rules are di�erent as well. The target clause

of the �rst rule constructs new elements named Noun_Entry . The name of

the new element is stated b etween angle brackets. The contents of the new

element is stated as a list b etween braces. The contents is deduced by the

orientation expression that lo cates and copies all the sub elements of the

current no de as new contents for the new Noun_Entry element. Intuitively,

the meaning of the �rst rule is then to lo cate Entry elements with the

string � n. � in their PartofSpeech sub element and to replace these Entry

elements with Noun_Entry elements that contain the same sub elements as

the original Entry elements. The second rule removes all Entry elements

that do not satisfy the condition of the �rst rule (and thereby satisfy the

condition of the second rule). Replacement of the elements by the empty

list null e�ectively removes them from the result.

When the ab ove two rules are applied to the ab ove entry using TranSID,

the result is
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<Noun_Entry>

<HWGroup>

<Headword>spaz</Headword>

<Pronunciation>spæz</Pronunciation>

<PartofSpeech>n.</PartofSpeech>

</HWGroup>

...

</Noun_Entry>

with entries that are not nouns removed.

The transformation may not only mo dify elements but also their at-

tributes. The following rule shows an example of removing an element and

inserting its contents as an attribute value in an element.

ELEMENT "Entry"

BECOMES <"Entry" PoS = current.descendants.

having(this.name == "PartofSpeech").children>{

<"HWGroup">{

current.children.having(this.name !=

"PartofSpeech")

},

current.children.having(this.name !=

"HWGroup")

} ;

The rule lo cates Entry elements and replaces them with corresp onding

elements where the contents of their PartofSpeech element has b een added

as the value of the attribute PoS . In the example ab ove we get the following

result.

<Noun_Entry PoS ="n.">

<HWGroup>

<Headword>spaz</Headword>

<Pronunciation>spæz</Pronunciation>

</HWGroup>

...

</Noun_Entry>

Finally, we have the transformation describ ed in Section 1.1, which

turns the dictionary entry into a L

A

T

E

X formatted version in Example 1.2.

Sp ecifying this transformation with the TranSID language, we get the fol-

lowing program.
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transformation begin

ELEMENT "Headword"

BECOMES "{\\bf ", current.children, "} " ;

ELEMENT "Pronounciation"

BECOMES "(", current.children, ") " ;

ELEMENT "PartofSpeech"

BECOMES "{\\em ", current.children, "} " ;

ELEMENT "Etymology"

BECOMES "{\\em ", current.children, "} " ;

ELEMENT "Definition"

BECOMES current.children, "\n", "\\newline", "\n" ;

ELEMENT "Quotation"

BECOMES current.children, "\n", "\\newline", "\n" ;

ELEMENT "Year"

BECOMES "{\\bf ", current.children, "} " ;

ELEMENT "Author"

BECOMES "{\\sc ", current.children, "} " ;

ELEMENT "Work"

BECOMES "{\\em ", current.children, "} " ;

ELEMENT *

BECOMES current.children

end

Here we can use extensively the default rules of TranSID. If there is no

rule given for a certain element, the element is just copied to the target.

However, in this program we have the asterisk rule that matches all elements

but only if the previous rules do not match. The asterisk rule (the last

rule) removes the sgml tags and copies only the contents to the target.

All other rules remove tags in addition to inserting constant strings around

the element contents. The result of the transformation p erformed on the
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example sgml do cument can b e seen in Figure 1.2 on page 5.

5.4 TranSID op erators

The only data typ e of the TranSID language is a list of no des. A list can

also b e empty. TranSID uses the concept of p olymorphic lists. A no de

can b e an sgml element, a #PCDATA element, a pro cessing instruction,

an attribute, or a string. A no de is equivalent to a singleton list. An

element no de can have b oth attributes and children. The attributes of an

element have the element no de as their parent, but no ordering b etween

them is de�ned. Strings, integers and b o olean values are sp ecial cases of

lists. In a conditional expression, an empty list is interpreted as false, and

a non-empty list is interpreted as true.

Therefore all TranSID op erators op erate on lists. TranSID programs

may use a variety of tree transformation op erators, string op erators, regular

expressions, etc. The idea is to have a declarative, quite complete set of tree

transformation op erators that may b e used in a transformation mo difying

the sgml trees. No des in the sgml tree may b e lo cated by the reserved

words of the no de clause, like ELEMENT , ENTITY , PI , ATTRIBUTE , DATA , NODE .

Here, ELEMENT lo cates elements, ENTITY entities, PI pro cessing instructions,

ATTRIBUTE attributes, and DATA #PCDATA (and also other data). NODE

lo cates any typ e of no des. All these reserved words must b e succeeded by

a no de name or the asterisk * which stands for any name.

Absolute locators are null , source , current , these , and this . The

lo cator null is used for removing no des as in the example ab ove, while

source lo cates the ro ot of all the source trees, and current the no de that

is b eing transformed. The lo cators these and this refer to no des that are

b eing pro cessed all or one at a time in conditions, or in the map and glue

op erators describ ed b elow.

Relative locators pro duce a new set of no des from a no de list. There

are positional locators like elements , entities , attributes , and pi that

lo cate the various sub comp onents of an element. The lo cator children

lo cates all the children (elements, entities, attributes, and pro cessing in-

structions) of its input no des, whereas descendants lo cates all of their

descendants. Consequently, ancestors lo cate all the ancestors of the in-

put no des up to the ro ot of the tree. Other p ositional lo cators are left ,

right , and siblings , which lo cate the left, the right or all the siblings of

the input no des. On the other hand, lo cators previous and next returns

the previous or next no des in p ostorder, resp ectively, and predecessors

and successors lo cates all previous or succeeding no des in p ostorder, re-
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sp ectively. The lo cator parent lo cates the parent of the input no des while

data returns the data, only.

Quite related lo cators are the �ltering locators first , first(n) ,

having( Condition ) , last , last(n) , and sublist( n ; m ) . The lo cators

first and first(n) lo cate the �rst or �rst n no des of the input no des; last

and last(n) the last or last n no des. The expression having( Condition )

tests the input no des for a condition and lo cates only those that satisfy

the condition. The condition may b e an arbitrary orientation expression

that references any part of the sgml trees. The lo cator sublist( n ; m ) lo-

cates a sp eci�ed subset of the input no des. The parameters of sublist are

interpreted similarly to the dimension sp eci�cations in the HyTime stan-

dard [ISO92], which allows no des to b e lo cated relative to either end of the

list. Assume that m and n are p ositive integer values. Then the sublist

op erator lo cates no des in a list as follows.

sublist(m, n) Select n elements starting at element m from the

b eginning of the list

sublist(-m,-n) Select m elements starting at element m+n-1 from

the end of the list

sublist(m,-n) Select middle elements starting at element m

from the b eginning of the list and ending at the

element n from the end of the list

sublist(-m,n) Select n elements starting at element m from the

end of the list

The application operators glue , and map are two very strong op erators.

The op erator map( Condition ; Construction of target subtrees ) p erforms the

actions for every single no de that satisfy the condition. The op erator

glue( Condition ; Condition ; Construction of target subtrees ) groups no des

together if the no des satisfy the �rst condition but not the second and p er-

forms the action sp eci�ed in the third parameter. The lo cated no des may

b e referenced by the absolute lo cator these .

No des may b e tested for properties . The op erator name lo cates the

name of an element, attribute or entity, while attribute( Attribute name )

lo cates a certain attribute of an element. The lo cator siblingnum returns

the order numb er of the no de among its siblings, and samenum the order

numb er of the no de amongs siblings with the same name. The lo cator

count counts the numb er of the no des in a no de list.

Several other op erations have b een included into the TranSID language.

String operations and regular expressions include ordinary string op erations
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such as comparison, catenation and search, as well as more sophisticated

op erations based on regular expressions for string matching and replace-

ment. As an example consider the following rule.

DATA *

WHERE current.data.matches(" defini[a-z]+")

BECOMES matches_replace("%a=(S[A-Z][A-Z]L)" ->

"the standard ", %a) ;

This rule replaces four-letter upp er-case strings b eginning with the let-

ter S and ending with L by the string the standard followed by the

lo cated string. For example, the strings SGML and SMDL are replaced

with the standard SGML and the standard SMDL , resp ectively, but only

if the #PCDATA element contains a word b eginning with defini , like

definition or defining . There are also op erations for searching and

matching strings, for simple testing if a string contains only letters or dig-

its or b oth, for converting capital to small letters and vice versa and for

extracting �le names and url comp onents from strings.

5.5 TranSID implementation

The TranSID evaluation environment has b een implemented in C and C++

and has b een tested to run in the Linux, Solaris, and AIX environments.

The environment consists of the SP sgml parser [Cla96], a TranSID parser

implemented with yacc and lex , and an evaluator and a linearizer b oth

implemented in C. All mo dules are indep endent and may call each other

recursively. The source co de of the current version contains ab out 15 000

lines of co de.

The implementation is fairly straight-forward. TranSID maintains an

internal tree database for managing the sgml trees. Memory usage might

therefore b e high. This b ottleneck is solved by using sharing structures,

i.e., using references instead of copies of tree no des.
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Chapter 6

Exp erience and evaluation

In this chapter we describ e the exp erience we have gained in using al-

chemist and TranSID. We start by describing di�erent applications built

by alchemist , and then move on to applications of TranSID. We �nish by

making comparisons b etween the two systems.

alchemist has b een develop ed during several years as a part of a

pro ject called vital [SMR93]. The vital pro ject de�ned and implemented

a metho dology for building knowledge-based software systems. We have

had numerous p ossibilities of testing and evaluating alchemist in this

pro ject. Esp ecially, we have received feedback from other pro ject partners,

which we have b een able to take into account in developing alchemist

further.

The main alchemist application until now is the vital bridge

[LTV95b] we built b etween the vital workb ench [DMW93] and a com-

mercial computer-aided software engineering ( case ) to ol foundation by

Andersen Consulting [And93a]. The vital workb ench consists of several

knowledge-based software development to ols, such as knowledge acquisition

and conceptual mo delling to ols. The case to ol has similar comp onents for

de�ning concepts such as entity relationship mo delling and data �ow dia-

grammers. In an ideal kbs development environment the user should b e

able to use kbs to ols for building kbs sp eci�c parts of a software system,

and case to ols for building traditional parts such as user interfaces. For

achieving this we built bridges, i.e., sp ells, b etween to ol representations,

b etween a conceptual mo delling to ol in the vital workb ench and several

corresp onding to ols in the case environment. The user may freely change

environments dep ending on the development task. Here we should note

that all underlying p ersistent representations are considered as structured

do cuments. Therefore, alchemist is highly suitable in building transfor-

mations b etween the representations.

71
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alchemist has also b een used in another bridge from the vital work-

b ench. We have also built a sp ell from a hierarchy laddering to ol called

alto [MR90] to C++. The user sp eci�es a graphical hierarchy of concepts

with attributes in alto and can automatically transform the hierarchy

into C++ de�nitions, which provides an easy and fast way of pro ducing a

consistent set of C++ class and ob ject descriptions.

Additionally, we have exp erimented with some smaller applications. As

our �rst case we built a sp ell b etween a simpli�ed version of an entity-

relationship mo del representation and a relational database system. In the

b eginning this sp ell was purely syntactical but we so on learned that we

needed also semantic actions to b e able to complete the sp ell sp eci�cation.

Our exp erience gained from TranSID is not so extensive as TranSID

mainly has b een designed and develop ed during the last two years. We

have used TranSID in usual sgml transformations, such as transformations

b etween sgml and L

A

T

E

X and sgml and html . The exp erience shows that,

esp ecially, when the transformations are simple, also the transformation

sp eci�cations are very simple. Also, the relative declarativeness of TranSID

helps the user in writing simple and understandable programs.

In this chapter we present some alchemist and TranSID applications,

sometimes with the help of examples and see what lessons we learned from

their implementation. Often we could use feedback from one transforma-

tion when building the next. In some o ccasions, we had to intro duce new

features into the systems to b e able to solve more complicated problems.

We start with alchemist and its the main application, the interface b e-

tween the two development environments, and then to the smaller applica-

tions. We also brie�y note some lessons we learned in sp ell generation and

give some evaluation of alchemist and its appropriateness for do cument

transformations. Thereafter we take a lo ok at TranSID applications and

compare the usefulness of TranSID with alchemist .

6.1 An ALCHEMIST interface b etween two de-

velopment environments

The vital workb ench [DMW93] contains a set of to ols for constructing a

knowledge-based software system. The workb ench is based on the vital

metho dology for building such systems [SMR93]. The workb ench contains

to ols for knowledge acquisition and mo deling as well as system design and

visualization. On the other hand, the foundation case to ols contains

to ols for software design such as di�erent conceptual mo deling to ols and

to ols for de�ning user interfaces [And93b].
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There are several reasons for the bridge b etween the two development

environments [Ver94]. Firstly, one of the design principles of the vital

workb ench was op enness. The user of the workb ench should b e able to

imp ort as well as exp ort design schemas and mo dels to and from the work-

b ench. Esp ecially, the user may want to use a sp ecial to ol for providing a

certain comp onent of the system he/she is building. We do not, of course,

provide sp ells from and to al l external to ols, but the user can use al-

chemist to build a new interface for some additional to ol. Secondly, the

vital workb ench is a sp ecialized environment for building knowledge-based

systems and thereby concentrates on kbs prop erties. On the other hand,

general case environments usually contain quite sophisticated to ols and

techniques for typical software comp onents such as user interfaces, data

structure planning, etc. The vital metho dology exp ects and dep ends on

the user to use other external to ols as well for building kbs systems.

For the bridge b etween the vital workb ench and the foundation case

to ol, we �nally chose some very sp eci�c to ols to interface [LV95]. In the

vital workb ench we chose the Op erationalizable Conceptual Mo delling

Language ( ocml ) editor and in foundation we chose several diagram

to ols, such as an entity-relationship diagram to ol, a data �ow diagram to ol,

a pro cedure diagram to ol and a data ob jects sp eci�er to ol. Interfacing on

the conceptual mo deling level seems most appropriate, as this level contains

well-de�ned sp eci�cations without going into implementation details. The

ocml editor lets the user sp ecify a knowledge-based system with the help of

domain, task and mo del diagrams. A domain diagram describ es concepts,

their instances, attributes and relationships, as well as relations b etween the

concepts. A task diagram describ es a certain problem solution containing

pro cesses and data elements. The diagram may contain sequential and

choice tasks, and tasks may b e recursive. In overall, a task diagram gives a

graphical view of a knowledge-based program, and the diagram also works

as a visualization of the program. The mo del diagram collects certain

domain and task diagrams that together describ e a certain problem and its

solution.

The foundation Design environment contains, among other to ols, an

entity-relationship diagrammer for drawing entity relationship diagrams,

a data �ow diagrammer for data �ows and a pro cedure diagrammer for

describing the solution pro cess of a problem (Figures 6.1 and 6.2). The

data ob jects sp eci�er lets the user describ e data ob jects, their typ es and

relations in table format. The entity relationship diagram contains entity

and relationships typ es. Entity typ es may also have attributes. A data �ow

diagram contains data collections and pro cesses and their connections. A
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pro cedure diagram shows in what order the pro cesses and subpro cesses of

the data �ow diagram are executed. It may contain iterative pro cesses and

conditional clauses [And93a].

thomas_d

researcher

eva_i

manager

member
lab_

eva_i

manager

thomas_d

researcher

member
lab_

Domain Diagram

OCML

Entity-Relationship Diagram

FOUNDATION

Figure 6.1: An example transformations from an ocml domain diagram to

an foundation er diagram.

In our case bridge we chose to interface the ocml domain diagrams

with entity relationship diagrams b ecause of their close resemblance. Both

describ e concepts and their relations and prop erties. The concepts are also

transformed into a data ob ject table maintained by foundation . We can

say that there is a one-to-one connection in b oth cases as the ocml domain

diagrams are completely represented in b oth entity relationship diagrams

and data ob ject tables. There was however, no close relative of the ocml

task diagrams in the foundation environment. Therefore, we chose to

interface task diagrams with two foundation diagrams typ es, the data

�ow diagrams and the pro cedure diagrams. The data �ow of the task

diagrams are transformed into foundation data �ow diagrams and the

pro cess is transformed into pro cedure diagrams.

The bridge b etween the environments was implemented only in one di-

rection, from the vital workb ench to the foundation environment. It

was obvious that the need in this direction was greater. The user could

�rst start by sp ecifying and building knowledge-based parts of the sys-

tem and then completely change environment and �nish the system in the

foundation environment [VL94].

The sp ells included in the vital bridge b etween the workb ench and the

foundation case to ol are [LMQ

+

95, LQV95 ]
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                  OR
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    (IF roles_left? true)

    (ELSE roles_left? false)

Procedure Diagram

currentorder action2
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tion
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false

Data Flow Diagram

FOUNDATION

Figure 6.2: Transformations from ocml task diagrams to foundation .

� dom2erd , a sp ell for transforming ocml domain diagrams into

foundation Design entity-relationship diagrams,

� dom2objs , a sp ell for transforming ocml domain diagrams into

foundation tables of data ob jects,

� task2dfd , a sp ell for transforming ocml task diagrams into foun-

dation Design data �ow diagrams, and

� task2pd , a sp ell for transforming ocml task diagrams into founda-

tion Design pro cedure diagrams.

In Figures 6.1 and 6.2 (from [LTV96]), we see examples of the graphical

representations of the transformations p erformed by the sp ells dom2erd ,

task2dfd , and task2pd . The ocml digrams describ e a simple ro om al-

lo cation problem called Sisyphus [Lin92] where a set of lab oratory workers

should b e assigned ro oms in an o�ce building. There are, however, several

restrictions that say, e.g., that secretaries should b e placed near the man-

ager, and that a manager should get the biggest o�ce. These restrictions
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are solved in the ocml editor in the vital workb ench. The Figures 6.1

and 6.2, show how simpli�ed diagrams are transformed into diagrams of

the foundation case to ol. The dom2objs sp ell is straightforward and

not shown here.

All the diagrams and tables involved in the sp ells have a p ersistent

representation based on either text �les or binary numb er �les. The ocml

p ersistent representation is written in Lisp, where some additional features

have b een included for representing co ordinates of the graphical �gures

of the diagrams (Figure 6.3). The foundation representations are more

complex. Information may only b e imp orted into the case to ol through

sp ecial imp ort �les and their graphical representations. Data �ow and

pro cedure diagrams are therefore represented by two di�erent �les each, one

text �le for the logical ob jects and one binary numb er �le for the graphical

outlo ok of the diagram (Figure 6.3). These two �les must, naturally b e

consistent with each other, i.e., contain the same ob jects in the same order.

However, b oth graphical and logical information is represented in the same

imp ort �le for entity-relationship diagrams. Also data ob jects are sp eci�ed

in one imp ort �le

These restrictions put some more strain on the bridge implementation.

The dom2erd and dom2objs sp ells only pro duce one �le each for every

transformation. The task2dfd and task2pd sp ells, though, must pro-

duce b oth a text �le and a binary numb er �le for each transformation.

This problem was solved by pro ducing a combined �le as a result that was

divided with a p ostpro cessing command in the alchemist sp ell.

Figure 6.4 shows an example of a complex mapping rule in the sp eci-

�cation of the task2dfd sp ells. The source subgrammar identi�es a task

diagram task and its name. The target subgrammar contains the de�nition

of a data �ow pro cess where the task name is copied several times into the

constructed pro cess.

The problem list that had to b e solved in the sp ells is quite extensive

[VL95], ranging from simple identi�er mo di�cations and checking to global

computation of ob ject order and numb ers. We saw that alchemist was

very suitable for handling lo cal transformations, where one source ob ject

corresp onds to one or several task ob jects. All identi�er requirements could

b e met through semantic actions. For example, identi�ers in foundation

had to b e unique, while in ocml a name could app ear several times in

di�erent contexts. More di�cult problems to solve where the global com-

putation needed for the binary numb er �les (the graphical �les). These

�les had to contain information ab out how many symb ols the diagrams

contained. Each ob ject also had to have its unique order numb er, the only
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OCML task diagram:

;;; -*- Mode: Lisp, Design Task Layer; Package: DL -*-

(dale:defgraphics dale:coordinates

dale::subtask (choose-role (130 130 210 180)

action1 (305 225 385 275)

allocation (248 16 328 66)...)

dale::choice (roles_left? (502 117 582 167)...)

(def-task choose-role

((|:::| allocation dale::kldesign-data-link dale::role-alias))

((:rule-iteration-type . :try-once)

(:represented-as :rules choose-role1 choose-role2 choose-role3)

(:inter-diag-alias)))

(def-choice-task roles_left?

((false action2 dale::kldesign-f-control-link dale::subtask)

(true action1 dale::kldesign-t-control-link dale::subtask)) NIL)

(def-role order

((|:::| choose-role dale::kldesign-data-link dale::subtask))

((:represented-as :relation role-order)

(:inter-diag-alias)))

...

fnd data �ow diagram, logical �le:

HEADER ...

0 ...

2DEDFDIAG 1 ...

2DEDFDIAG 2sisyphus

2DEPROCSS 1 ...

2DEPROCSS 2CHOOSE-ROLE

...

2DEEXTENT 1 ...

2DEEXTENT 2ORDER

...

3DEDFDIAGDEPROCSS3 ...

3DEDFDIAGDEPROCSS4sisyphus

... 0000100000 ACR

CHOOSE-ROLE

...

3DEDFDIAGDEEXTENT3 ...

3DEDFDIAGDEEXTENT4sisyphus

... 0000100000 ACR ORDER

...

fnd data �ow diagram, graphical �le:

F F O R M X X X

U 050 049 052 032 032 032 032

J B B 032 032 032 032 032

032 032 032 032 032 032 032 032

...

D A T A 032 F L O

W 032 D I A G R A

M 032 045 064

...

001 000 D F S Y M 032

032 032 046 D W B 028 000

...

001 032 001 020 000 003 000 000

000 000 000 000 D R D O

C D O C 126 052 045 059

071 034 103 059 000 000 000 000

000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000

000 000 000 000 000 000 000 000

000 000 000 000 018 000 A L

L O C A T I O N

013

...

Figure 6.3: Di�erent representations formats in the vital bridge.
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OCML task diagram source pro duction group:

Task -> "(" "def-subtask" Task_Name Links Attributes ")" ;

Task_Name ->

OCML_IDENTIFIER ;

FOUNDATION data �ow diagram target pro duction group:

Task.Entity_procss_data_record ->

"2" "DEPROCSS" " " "2" Task_Name.Part_entity_id

"0000100000" " " "ACR " " " " " " "

" " " " " " "00001" " " "00225"

"000100000000" " " "ACRA" "+0001" "+0000"

"DEPROCSS" Task_Name.ENTITY_ID " " Task.PRC_TYPE

"0000+000" "0" " N" "VITAL +" CURRENT_DATE

"VITAL +" CURRENT_DATE "+" CURRENT_TIME " "

"+000000" "+000000" "+0+0+0+0+0"

Task_Name.ENTITY_SHORT_DESC "E"

Task_Name.Short_description "\n" ;

Task.PRC_TYPE ->

"2" ;

Task_Name.ENTITY_ID -> IDENTIFIER[32] ;

/* semantic action */

symbol_table.insert( OCML_IDENTIFIER ) ;

task_name = symbol_table.get_FND_id( OCML_IDENTIFIER ):

set_id(IDENTIFIER[32], task_name) ;

/* end semantic action */

Task_Name.Part_entity_id -> IDENTIFIER[32] ;

/* semantic action */

set_id(IDENTIFIER[32], task_name) ;

/* end semantic action */

Task_Name.ENTITY_SHORT_DESC -> IDENTIFIER[32] ;

/* semantic action */

set_id(IDENTIFIER[32], task_name) ;

/* end semantic action */

Task_Name.Short_description -> IDENTIFIER[25] ;

/* semantic action */

set_id(IDENTIFIER[25], task_name) ;

/* end semantic action */

Figure 6.4: A ocml source subgrammar and a foundation target sub-

grammar with appropriate semantic actions attached.
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Sp ell Source Target Mapping

pro ductions pro ductions rules

logical graphical

dom2erd 85 71 35

dom2objs 85 81 10

task2dfd 80 49 61 37

task2pd 80 17 37 13

Table 6.1: Numb er of pro ductions and rules in the sp ell sp eci�cations of

the vital bridge.

lab el through which it could b e referenced. These problems were solved

by using semantic actions directly implemented in the underlying program-

ming language.

The sizes of the sp ell sp eci�cations are shown in Table 6.1. In this

bridge implementation, it was esp ecially convenient to use alchemist as we

could reuse grammars and mappings already de�ned, saving a lot of work.

In all cases, the source grammars were quite large, 85 and 80 pro ductions,

resp ectively. The numb er of pro ductions were reduced from ab out 120 with

the help of a suitable prepro cessing command that simpli�ed the source

representation. The task grammars contained from 50 to 80 pro ductions;

the logical and graphical representations were usually quite distinct and

required two separate grammars. From the numb er of mapping rules, we

can also conclude that two of the mappings were more extensive than the

other two. On the other hand, esp ecially the task2pd sp ell required quite

a lot of global computation which do es not show in the numb er of mapping

rules.

6.2 Other ALCHEMIST transformation applica-

tions

Even if the case bridge was the most extensive generation of sp ells with

alchemist in the vital pro ject, we used alchemist also in some other

sp ells within the pro ject. Among others, we de�ned and implemented a

sp ell alto2c++ from a laddering to ol called alto [MR90] to C++ def-

initions [TL94b]. With alto , which is part of the vital workb ench, the

user may draw conceptual hierarchies of the problem domain. In a hier-

archy, a concept may have sub concepts and there may b e instances of a
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concept. A concept may also have attributes that are inherited by sub con-

cepts. The hierarchy can b e used as the ob ject mo del of a C++ program.

Concepts corresp ond to classes, attributes to class attributes, and instances

to ob jects. The sp ell alto2c++ transformed these concept hierarchies to

the corresp onding C++ de�nitions. This sp ell was half implemented with

alchemist , half by hand. We used the gained exp erience in developing

alchemist further. Among other things we saw that we had to include

semantic actions in the sp ell sp eci�cation. For example, the alto to ol did

not make any di�erence b etween inherited attributes and lo cal attributes.

Therefore, we had to check with a semantic action if an attribute had b een

de�ned in a sup erclass every time it app eared in a class de�nition. If it had

b een de�ned, we did not have to de�ne it again, otherwise it was de�ned

for the �rst time in this class description.

Outside the vital pro ject, we also de�ned and implemented a sp ell from

a simpli�ed entity-relationship mo del to a relational database language.

The sp ell translated a textual representation of an ER mo del into sql that

declared the corresp onding relational tables in the database language. In

this sp ell as well we needed to use semantic actions to p erform part of the

transformation.

Several other toy examples were solved with alchemist . Esp ecially,

we learned the need for pre- and p ostpro cessing of �les. We implemented

some simple sgml transformers, reading sgml do cuments and outputting

formatted versions of the do cuments. In these cases we had to rede�ne the

sgml dtd s into alchemist source grammars which is quite straightfor-

ward, e.g., the sgml content mo del corresp onds to the right hand side of

a pro duction. Only iterations in the dtd s must b e slightly mo di�ed and

expressed through recursive pro ductions.

6.3 ALCHEMIST observations

During the use and testing of alchemist in the vital pro ject and outside

the pro ject, we obtained information ab out the usefulness of alchemist .

Some of this exp erience also help ed us in the development of alchemist

suggesting further functionalities to b e included in the system.

Ab ove all, we were impressed with the generality of the system. Our

sp ells ranged from simple syntactic ones to very complex, large and detailed

ones. We were able to use alchemist in building them all. The high level

of abstraction made it easier to make changes in the sp eci�cations, es-

p ecially when the underlying representations changed. The implemented

sp ells were fast enough, usually much faster than, e.g., reading the p er-
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sistent representations into the to ols that were interfaced. Of course, we

also encountered a numb er of problems, all of which were solved during the

development.

The p ossibility of sp eci�cation reuse was well appreciated. In the bridge

b etween the vital workb ench and the foundation case to ol, we built sev-

eral sp ells that were based on the same representations. For example, we

were able to reuse the grammar of the domain diagrams from the dom2erd

when building the dom2objs sp ell. Even if the target representations of-

ten di�ered, we were able to reuse certain functionalities and pro cedures

previously de�ned in another sp ell.

By separating the sp eci�cation from the implementation, we were able

to up date our sp ells easily and quickly when the underlying representations

were changed. During sp ell development, the vital workb ench was still

b eing constructed, and we had to take into account the changes in the

p ersistent representation of the ocml editor.

By using a strategy for developing some sp ells on the side of alchemist

itself, we were able to use immediate feedback in improving alchemist .

When building the alto2c++ sp ell, we did many things by hand. In the

dom2erd sp ell, we only had to add some semantic actions manually. In

the task2dfd sp ell, adding of the semantic actions was already included

in the sp eci�cation phase. Most of the user de�ned routines for semantic

checking, etc., were develop ed alongside the sp ells and are now provided

with the current version of alchemist .

Naturally, we also encountered some problems and shortcomings in the

use of alchemist . De�ning the grammars of the involved representations

can b e a di�cult task. The user needs to know something ab out context-

free grammars and their use. Our to ol representations were so complicated

that the �rst tries of de�ning grammars were rather unsuccessful. By in-

cluding prepro cessing of the source �les, we were able to simplify the gram-

mars so that they b ecame unambiguous. At the b eginning we even had

problems with the capability of yacc and lex ; the parser generator just

could not handle our large grammars.

Building the grammars from scratch was a tedious task. We had only a

few details ab out the representations, and often the descriptions were not

quite correct. The �rst phase of the sp ell sp eci�cations usually went into a

trial-and-error approach of testing the to ols to see what kind of p ersistent

representations they used. Only through a very concentrated detailed work

were we able to describ e the representations exactly. The descriptions of

the four sp ells of the vital bridge take ab out 180 pages [LQV95]! On

the other hand, when the representations had b een elucidated, building
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the transformations with alchemist was a more straightforward thing.

Instead of months we were so on down to weeks and days for implementing

a particular sp ell.

As has b een mentioned earlier, alchemist may not b e the b est to ol

for building transformations that contain a lot of global computing. al-

chemist seems to b e very suitable for transformations where a source ob-

ject transforms into one or several target ob jects. This was very much the

case in the vital bridge. foundation representations were much more

complex and often some declarations had to b e rep eated several times for

a certain ob ject. For example, drawing a relationship in the foundation

entity-relationship diagrams required that the logical relationship as well as

the graphical ob ject had b een de�ned. Additionally, the foundation p er-

sistent representation required b oth logical de�nitions ab out which entity

typ es were connected to the relationship and graphical de�nitions ab out

where and how the relationship was drawn in the diagram. Therefore a

simple ocml relationship (an arrow b etween a concept and its sub concept)

was translated into six di�erent relationship de�nitions on the foundation

side. With alchemist these multiple de�nitions cause no problems as the

target side may b e sp eci�ed with a subgrammar that constructs several

separate target subtrees.

On the other hand, the task2pd sp ell required that most of the target

do cument was sp eci�ed in the graphical �le. The logical �le only contained

the name of the pro cedure diagram, while all other pro cedure names and

structures as well as the ob ject p ositions were sp eci�ed in the graphical

�le. All graphical ob jects were indexed with a running numb er that was

thereafter the only way to reference the ob jects in the �le. The solution

to this sp ell required some extra data structures for maintaining indices

that were not available in alchemist . Still, as the user is allowed to de�ne

his or her own pro cedures as well as including pro cedure calls as semantic

actions, the problem could b e solved.

The p erformance of the sp ells was in all cases acceptable. Without

direct comparison with hand-made transformations, we still b elieve that

our alchemist sp ells work with satisfactory sp eed. In all our test cases,

sp ell execution to ok less than two minutes to p erform while imp orting the

diagrams into the foundation environment could take as much as �ve min-

utes. The biggest diagrams we used contained ab out 50 graphical ob jects;

more ob jects tended to obscure the diagram and would not b e sensible.

In the p erformance we noticed that at least in the vital bridge the

transformation time was linear to the size of the source do cuments (Fig-

ure 6.5). As the sp ells were mainly concerned with lo cal transformations,
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Figure 6.5: E�ect of source �le size to sp ell execution time, the task2dfd

sp ell.

we seldom had to traverse the entire source do cument to pro duce a cer-

tain target ob ject. This was not the case in all our test sp ells. Esp ecially

the alto2c++ sp ell execution time was prop ortional to the square of the

source do cument size. This relation is due to a (to o) simple mechanism

for checking whether attributes have b een de�ned b efore by traversing the

entire source do cument for each attribute.

We run the test sp ells on a Sparc workstation. A typical source �le

of ab out 5 kB and ab out 20 graphical ob jects was transformed in ab out

10 seconds into a target �le almost 10 times its original size. The biggest

source �les were ab out 10 kB containing ab out 50 graphical symb ols. For

testing reasons we also used some bigger source �les of up to 40 kB but they

contained so many ob jects that their usefulness was susp ect (Figure 6.6).

6.4 TranSID applications

TranSID has b een develop ed mainly during the past two years and we have

not gained as much exp erience from its use as in alchemist 's case. Dur-

ing its design and implementation TranSID has b een tested in usual sgml
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Figure 6.6: E�ect of source �le size to target �le sizes, the task2dfd sp ell.

transformations such as the generation of L

A

T

E

X and html from sgml in-

stances. We have also gained exp erience in the use of TranSID from a

pro ject implementing do cument assembly [AHH

+

96a, AHH

+

96b]. In do c-

ument assembly, new do cuments are constructed from a p o ol of do cuments.

TranSID is used to lo cate and streamline do cument fragments and to form

a new sgml do cument.

A typical example is the TranSID reference manual, which was written

in sgml and transformed b oth into html and L

A

T

E

X

1

. In Figure 6.7 we see

the b eginning of the reference manual in sgml . The dtd (not shown here)

is very simple, containing only very basic elements corresp onding fairly well

to L

A

T

E

X commands. Also references, b oth backwards and forwards, have

b een co ded in sgml .

In Figure 6.8 we see one of the rules in the TranSID program. It con-

structs a table of contents with links to the corresp onding sections. This is

quite a complicated rule which shows the p ower of the TranSID language.

We shall give a short explanation of the rule. The main purp ose of the rule

is to construct the main page of the reference manual with a table of con-

1

This transformation was designed and implemented by Jani Jaakkola in Septemb er

1996.
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tents. Lines 6-7 of Figure 6.8 tell us that the element TSDOC is replaced with

an HTML element. Lines 8-9 assign the do cument title to the lo cal variable

maintitle with the set op erator, but the null op erator at the end of the

expressions prevents it from b eing copied to the result (yet). The variable

is used later in the rule to include the do cument title in html TITLE and

H1 elements. Line 12 shows how TranSID may pro duce an element as a

string, and line 13 how it pro duces an element as a structure no de.

Further on in the rule, lines 20-22 make a list of TITLE s of SECTION

elements. The list items function as links as well to the corresp onding sec-

tions. Lines 23-28 p erform the same transformation for subsection titles.

Both section and subsection titles are preceded with their resp ective num-

b ers computed by TranSID. Finally, after the table of contents, we have

the main content of the do cument included by line 31.

The resulting html �les when presented in Netscap e is shown in Fig-

ure 6.9.

6.5 TranSID observations

Compared to other sgml transformers we have found TranSID b oth easy

to use and e�cient. We shall give some approximate numb ers to help the

reader understand how fast and e�cient TranSID is. In the TranSID appli-

cation presented in the previous section, the complete TranSID reference

�le in sgml is ab out 33 kB (1100 lines) and the corresp onding dtd ab out

800 bytes (38 lines) (i.e., very small). The resulting set of html �les is

ab out 44 kB (1320 lines) and the TranSID script transforming the sgml

instance is ab out 3.5 kB (175 lines). Part of the script is shown in Fig-

ure 6.8. The transformation takes ab out 3 seconds on a 133 MHz Pentium

machine running Linux. The transformation uses ab out 14 400 no des for

the sgml trees and the p eak memory use was ab out 1.1 MB.

The high use of memory is p erhaps the main drawback of TranSID.

Internal representations are constructed b oth for the source and the target,

even though many no des could b e shared as they are not mo di�ed in the

transformation.

6.6 Comparison b etween ALCHEMIST and

TranSID

As we saw earlier, the strong p oints of alchemist were its generality, high

level of abstraction, and sp ell reuse, as well as pro ducing very maintainable

transformations. TranSID is not in this sense as general as alchemist as it
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<!DOCTYPE TSDOC SYSTEM "tsdoc.dtd"

-- TranSID reference manual, last update for V0.018 16.9.96 --

>

<TSDOC>

<title>&tsid; reference manual</title>

<SECTION>

<title>General</TITLE>

<ssect>

<title>Running &tsid; programs </title>

<para>&tsid; is invoked as follows</para>

<code>

Transid [options] [transformation program] [SGML files]

</code>

<para>The options include</para>

<dlist>

<d>-q</d><li>Do not output the target document</li>

<d>-D [debug level]</d><li> Switch debugging level.

Valid levels are 1-7 where level 7 produces globs

of debugging output and level 1 produces output

only when &tsid; panics.</li>

<d>-L [debug section]</d><li> Debug a certain

section of &tsid; program. Section may be a

C-source file or a section marked with C-preprocessor

macros.</li>

</dlist>

</ssect>

<Ssect>

<title>Syntax</title>

<para>

&tsid has C++ like comments. Comments include sections

started with <B>/*</B> and ended with <B>*/</B> and

sections started by <B>//</B> and ended with a newline.

</para>

Figure 6.7: The b eginning of the TranSID reference manual in sgml .
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1 // One rule in a TranSID program that generates HTML frames

2 // for transid SGML documentation Version 0.018

3

4 transformation begin

5

6 element "TSDOC" becomes

7 <"HTML"> {

8 (current.origin.children.having(this.name=="TITLE")

9 .children).set(maintitle).null,

10 <"HEAD"> {<"TITLE"> { "TranSID documentation: ",

11 maintitle }},

12 "<BASE TARGET=\"kanveesi\">",

13 <"BODY" "BGCOLOR"="bfdfbf"> {

14 <"H1"> { maintitle }, <"H2"> { "Table of contents" },

15 <"UL"> {

16 current.origin.children

17 .having(this.name=="SECTION").map(TRUE;

18 (thisnum).set(num1).null,

19 ("sectframe-",num1,".html#",num1).set(link).null,

20 <"A" "HREF"=(link)> {<"LI"> {num1," ",

21 this.children.having(this.name=="TITLE").

22 children}},

23 this.children.having(this.name=="SSECT").children

24 .having(this.name=="TITLE").set(titles).null,

25 <"UL"> {titles.map(TRUE;

26 <"A" "HREF"=(link,".",thisnum)> {

27 <"LI"> {num1,".",thisnum," ",

28 this.children}})}

29 )

30 },

31 current.children, <"HR">,

32 <"I"> { "Automatically generated from ", "SGML source",

33 " by ", <"A" "HREF"="./doc2frames.trs">

34 {"doc2frames.trs script"}, "\n" }

35 }

36 };

37 end

Figure 6.8: One rule in the transcript converting sgml do cumentation into

html with frames.
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Figure 6.9: The TranSID reference manual transformed into html frames.

is mainly intended for sgml transformations. TranSID could b e extended

however to handle all kinds of structured do cuments (and their represen-

tation grammars) as the transformation mechanism in itself is based on

tree transformation; the transformation is p erformed b etween the internal

representations of the do cuments. Reading and writing sgml is just an

additional feature of the system.

dtd s may b e just as complicated or even more complicated than the

alchemist grammars. However, often they are provided with the input

and the user do es not have to construct them himself. alchemist also

requires the user to construct a target grammar. The alchemist trans-

formation pro cess itself guarantees that only targets that are syntactically

correct are constructed. TranSID, however, do es not require a target dtd .
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Therefore the target may b e syntactically incorrect compared to a dtd the

user had in mind when he sp eci�ed the transformation.

The transformation sp eci�cation di�ers greatly in the systems. al-

chemist , based on tt -grammars, requires the user to explicitly sp ecify

which structures corresp ond to each other in the source and target repre-

sentations. This leads to a somewhat tedious transformation sp eci�cation

in the cases when the mo di�cations are minor; the user must also include

structures that do not change. The default rule in alchemist is to remove

all parts that are not included in the sp eci�cation. In TranSID, the default

rule is to copy all parts that are not included in the rules. Therefore, the

user only sp eci�es rules for do cument parts that are mo di�ed. This leads to

simple programs for simple mo di�cations, while complicated mo di�cations

can require complicated programs.

TranSID is also more suitable for global transformations where do cu-

ment parts may dep end on any other part in the do cument. This is due to

the fact that b oth the source tree and part of the target tree are accessible

during the entire transformation. As we also saw in the example trans-

formations of alchemist , TranSID is, of course, more suitable for sgml

transformations, esp ecially when more complicated features of the sgml

standards are used.
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Chapter 7

Related work

Do cument transformations have mostly b een solved with tailored transfor-

mations for two particular representations. This has led to a huge amount

of small transformation mo dules that solve one particular problem but

that are unsuitable for other problems. Not very many transformation

generators that could b e used to solve general transformations have b een

built. In this chapter we take a lo ok at some transformation generators

and tree transformation systems that are suitable for building transforma-

tions b etween structured do cuments. For extensive, if somewhat outdated

bibliographies on the manipulation of structured do cuments, we refer to

[FSS82, And86, vVW86, Fur92] and [KN94].

We concentrate on systems based on two grammars, a source grammar

and target grammar, where the user is actually required to de�ne b oth the

source and target representations.

Multiple view editors are typical applications for transformations of

structured do cuments. A multiple-view editor is able to show at least two

di�erent views of a do cument. For example, it may show a textual version

and formatted version. Dep ending on the system, the user may b e allowed

to mo dify only one particular view, or he/she may b e allowed to make up-

dates in any do cument view. A typical feature in these systems is that all

other views are up dated either automatically or on demand, when one view

is mo di�ed.

We start by presenting more thoroughly a multiple view editor called

hst based on syntax-directed translation schemas, and a transformation

generator called ica that is used esp ecially for sgml do cument transforma-

tions. We continue with an overview of several other systems based on two

grammars, b oth from the �elds of structured do cuments and compiler gen-

eration. We also present some sgml transformation languages and other

multiple-view editors. Finally, we give a summary of the di�erent transfor-

91
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mation systems.

7.1 A multiple-view editor

The Helsinki Structured Text Database System ( hst ) [KLMN90] is an en-

vironment for reading, writing, and querying structured do cuments. The

system provides multiple views of a do cument in a graphical interface. The

logical document is describ ed through a context-free grammar. The user

needs at least one view to b e able to read and/or mo dify a logical do cu-

ment. A view is describ ed through an annotated grammar , where the user

may mo dify the logical grammar according to the rules of a syntax-directed

translation schema: he/she may remove or add terminals, and reorder the

nonterminals. The user may also remove or add nonterminals.

Some do cuments are easier to write and mo dify in a structured view,

while others b est b ene�t from a simple textual view. The hst system lets

the user make mo di�cations in any view; the mo di�cations are automat-

ically up dated in the other op en views. Up dates are p erformed through

syntax-directed translation from the mo di�ed view to the logical do cu-

ment, and from there to all other op en views. Therefore, a view de�nition

describ es not only view computation from the logical do cument to a view,

but also the inverse transformation [NM89, Nik90] of the view to the logical

do cument.

The mo di�cation of a view leads to quite an extensive pro cess of up dates

in the system (Figure 7.1). The mo di�ed view is �rst parsed. Then the view

parse tree is inverted into the logical do cument, i.e., it is transformed via

the view de�nition back to the logical do cument. Other op ened views are

up dated from the logical do cument through their view de�nitions and the

frontier of the new view trees are shown as the up dated views. This pro cess

has also b een incrementalized in hst . In such a pro cess only mo di�ed parts

of a view are parsed and translated [Lin93 ].
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Figure 7.1: Mo di�cations in a view lead to an up date of the logical do cu-

ment and other op en views in the hst system.
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hst is a typical example of a multiple-view editor, where the user may

mo dify any op en view. hst is, however, able to show only textual views of

a do cument, not a pretty-printed formatted version. The main strength of

the system lies in the simpleness of the syntax-directed translation schemas.

The user only needs to de�ne one view, and the logical do cument is auto-

matically transformed into the view and vice versa .

The main di�erence to alchemist is that hst is based on sdts s while

alchemist is based on tt -grammars. Therefore, the source and target

grammars in hst are variations of the same grammar, with the same non-

terminals, p ossibly in di�erent order. alchemist , on the other hand, han-

dles arbitrary di�erent grammars. The main advantage with hst is, that

it also de�nes the inverse transformations of a transformation. alchemist

pro duces only one-way transformations, even if the inverse transformation

may b e de�ned by swapping the source and target grammars.

7.2 A structured do cument transformation gen-

erator

The Integrated Chameleon Architecture ( ica ) [MKNS89, MBO93, MOB94]

is a transformation generator that consists of several to ols for building

transformations. ica relies on the de�nition of an intermediate represen-

tation that always lies b etween the source and target representations. The

user de�nes only one grammar for the intermediate representation; the

source and target representations are describ ed by reordering the nonter-

minals in this grammar. Therefore, the transformation sp eci�cation is very

application dep endent as all representations must b e describ ed by very

similar grammars.

An ica transformation is divided into several subtransformations (Fig-

ure 7.2). The user may also have to prepro cess the source do cument. All

internal representations in ica are based on sgml . In order to b e able to

parse the source do cument, the user has to insert sgml tags, and some-

times replace other tags so that he/she achieves a fully braced do cument,

i.e., all logical do cuments parts are marked with a start tag and an end tag.

This pro cess called retagging is supp orted by a sp ecial tagging to ol. In this

phase, however, it may well b e that the user already solves several mapping

problems. After the do cument has b een retagged, it is translated into an

intermediate representation according to the intermediate grammar, there-

after the intermediate representation is translated to an sgml do cument

corresp onding to the target, and �nally the target sgml do cument is output

as the target do cument with additional mo di�cations to remove the sgml
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tags. Mapping the general intermediate do cument to the target do cument

is automated so that the user never sees the target sgml do cument.
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Figure 7.2: Transformation pro cess of an ica transformation.

As Figure 7.2 shows, the ica transformation pro cess is very similar to

the one of hst . The intermediate do cument corresp onds to the logical do c-

ument in hst , while the sp eci�c sgml do cuments corresp ond to views. As

a matter of fact, ica may b e considered to b e based on sdts s as well. By

using an intermediate representation, ica reduces the numb er of transfor-

mations needed to fully interface a set of representations. When including

a new representation, the user only needs to de�ne two transformations,

one to the intermediate representation and one from it to the sp eci�c rep-

resentation. Thereby he/she can transform from the new representation to

any other representation in the set.

The main di�erence to alchemist is again due to the di�erent under-

lying transformation techniques. ica is based on sdts s and requires the

user to de�ne an intermediate representation. alchemist allows arbitrary

grammars. The user may de�ne an intermediate representation with al-

chemist as well and thereby achieve the apparent advantage of ica . ica

uses sgml for all internal representations of a do cument and saves them in

temp orary �les during the transformation. alchemist relies on the parse

trees which are kept in main memory only. alchemist could, however,

b e enhanced with the p ossibility of writing and reading the parse trees in

sgml format.

7.3 Other two-grammar systems

We have seen examples of two-grammar systems ab ove, systems that are

either targeted at do cument preparation or do cument transformation. In

this chapter we present some further systems that are based on a source and

a grammar. Here, we do not, however, try to categorize the systems; many

of them could well b e b oth do cument preparation systems and do cument
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transformation systems. For another description of do cument transforma-

tion systems based on two grammars, see [KP95, Kui96].

The Syntax and Semantics Analysis and Generation System ( ssags )

[PKP

+

82, Pay88] is based on tt -grammars just as alchemist . ssags

implements two subsets of tt -grammars. A dual grammar translation

scheme ( dgts ) [KPPM84] restricts source subgrammars to single pro duc-

tions, where left hand side symb ols may b e asso ciated only with left hand

side symb ols in the target subgrammar within the same pro duction group

asso ciation. A dgts corresp onds to a syntax-directed translation scheme.

Somewhat more general is the single input production � explicitly quali�ed

( sipeq ) tt -grammar [KPPM84]. The sipeq tt -grammar is also restricted

to single pro duction source subgrammars, but symb ol asso ciations may b e

established b etween any source and target symb ols. A sipeq tt -grammar

corresp onds to ordered attribute grammars [Kas80]. The implementation

of the sipeq tt -grammar also includes a simple case statement for cho os-

ing b etween target subgrammars, a copy instruction for multiplying target

subtrees, and pseudopro ductions for simplifying symb ol asso ciations. ssags

has b een used, among other things, in implementing an interface b etween

the programming languages Ada and DIANA [PKPM83].

Chiba and Kyo jima [CK95] use syntax-directed tree translation to p er-

form structured do cument transformations. They enco de trees into strings

and then p erform syntax-directed translation on the strings. This approach

is more p owerful than sdts s b ecause it p ermits suppression and insertion of

tree levels, e.g., a new level of no des may b e intro duced at an intermediate

no de level in the parse tree. The syntax-directed tree translation technique

do es not, however, supp ort transformations dep endent on the contents.

The Turing Extender Language ( txl ) [CHP88b, Cor90] has b een de-

signed for providing extensions to existing programming languages. txl

transforms programs in a language into dialects of the language where new

language features have b een inserted or a di�erent notation is used. A txl

transformation consists of three submo dules. The parser is based on the

base language grammar, but takes notion also of the di�ering target lan-

guage features, the transformer transforms a parse tree according to some

semantic rules, and the deparser writes out the target program. The trans-

formation is done using a general purp ose tree pattern matching algorithm.

In short, the transformer generates a parse tree over the base language from

the dialect language parse tree. In order to maintain the structural integrity

of the parse tree, the replacement subtree is reparsed b efore b eing added

to the main tree.

simon [FW93] is a system for restructuring do cuments that uses an
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intermediate representation in the transformation. simon requires a source

grammar, a target grammar and a higher-order attribute grammar ( hag ).

simon uses an extra pair of trees for describing the source and target parse

trees in canonical form. The hag is used for describing transformations

b etween the parse trees and these canonical trees called a basic tree and

a consistent tree, resp ectively. The actual transformation is p erformed

through attribute evaluation in the basic tree giving as a result an evaluated

consistent tree. The transformation pro cess is thereby augmented with two

additional phases, transformation from the source tree to a basic tree, and

transformation from the consistent tree to the result tree. The hag is

sp eci�ed manually.

The Grif environment [QV86, QVB86a, QVB86b, FQA88] is an inter-

active system for editing structured do cuments. It is a structure-oriented

editor which guides the user in accordance with the structure of the do cu-

ment. The user de�nes a structure schema that corresp onds to the generic

logical structure of a do cument. A view of the do cument is de�ned as a

presentation schema, where the user describ es the conversion rules that

transform the do cument into a view. The transformation can b oth remove

certain parts from a do cument and reorder elements in the do cument. A

mo di�cation in a view propagates to other views. Grif recognizes the con-

straints b etween the mo di�ed part and other views, and up dates can b e

done incrementally [QV87].

The Syndo c system [KP91] is based on sdts s. The user may insert

formatting details into a logical do cument. The user may add or delete

terminals and reorder nonterminals. In an extended version of the system

[KP93, Kui96 ], the user may also add or delete nonterminals as well as

rename nonterminals through simple semantic actions.

The p ed tnt system [Fur86, Fur87a, FQA88] is a testb ed for the pre-

sentation and manipulation of structured do cuments. The system is based

on context-free grammars and allows the user to de�ne transformations b e-

tween di�erent presentations [FS88]. The do cuments are describ ed through

a generic logical grammar. The transformation metho d lets the user alter

the grammar by de�ning a set of grammar mo di�cation rules to alter the

pro ductions. The system also requires the user to sp ecify how the transfor-

mation b etween the do cuments of the two grammars are p erformed. In an

extended version, the system has b een augmented with attributes to give

the logical grammar a �air of attribute grammars [Fur87b].

The Scrimshaw language [Arn93] lets the user de�ne simple queries and

transformations on a structured do cument. The rules consist of a matching

part and a construction part. The transformation pro cess matches some
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substructures in the parse tree, assigns some of the structure to variables,

which then are used in the output rules that describ e how the matched

pattern is replaced. This language is more suited for simple transformations

as the complete grammar of the structure is always given in one rule.

7.4 Other transformation systems

In the �eld of sgml , quite a few transformation languages have b een de-

signed. Many of these languages have b een designed as back-ends to sgml

parsers. An sgml parser parses an sgml do cument according to the cor-

resp onding do cument typ e de�nition ( dtd ). Often, the parser do es not

construct a parse tree, but returns only the esis output [Gol90, App endix

B, Annex G], a list of tokens in the source like the start and end tags, or

data elements. Languages that are based on such parsers, like OmniMark

[Exo93] and CoST [Har93], work as syntax-directed translators. The user

may add actions to b e taken at any token but he/she may usually not refer

(without di�culty) to any other part in the source. Esp ecially, it is di�cult

to make references to yet unparsed do cument parts. The Metamorphosis

system [MID95] instead, builds the parse tree of the sgml do cument. The

user sp eci�es how each no de in the parse tree should b e mo di�ed and is

allowed some more extensive references to the tree. Also Balise [Ber96]

provides tree based transformations as an option. The user may cho ose

b etween an event-driven or a tree-based approach. He/She must, however,

explicitly state when he/she want the transformation to construct an in-

ternal parse (sub)tree of the source. None of these languages use a target

grammar or supp ort correct target syntax. If, however, the target is also an

sgml do cument instance, the user may validate the instance against either

the source instance dtd (if the changes have b een minor), or an explicit

target dtd that the user has constructed separately from the transforma-

tion.

Multiple-view editors provide several views of an underlying do cument.

When the user mo di�es one view, the other op en views are up dated, often

through some syntax-directed translation technique. Some systems also

concentrate on dynamic transformations , where the target structure is not

known b efore transformation time. This problem arises in syntax-directed

editors when the user decides to move a do cument part to another place

within the do cument. If the structure of the part is not allowed in the new

place, the part must b e transformed dynamically to �t in.

Janus [CKS

+

81, CBG

+

82] was one of the �rst two-view text pro-

cessing system. It provides the user with two views of a do cument
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on two di�erent screens . Other multiple-view editors are the V

OR

T

E

X

[CCH86, Che88, CH88, CHM88] do cument preparation system showing

b oth textual and formatted versions of T

E

X do cuments [Knu87], and Lilac

[Bro88, Bro91]. The Sam system [Tri81] was one of the �rst two-view

editors for graphical pictures. It combines graphics and a layout lan-

guage; the user can edit a picture in two views. Other two-view edi-

tors for graphical pictures are Juno [Nel85] and Tweedle [Ase87]. Quill

[CHL

+

88, CHP88a, Cha88, Lun88 , Cha90] supp orts full integration of var-

ious sorts of graphical editing together with text editing. Multiple views

have also b een implemented in program development environments, two

of them b eing pecan environment [Rei83 ] and the Synthesizer Generator

[RT89].

Editing structured do cuments require dynamic translations of do cument

parts. When the user moves or copies a do cument part to another place, the

part must b e transformed according to the structure of the target p osition.

For example, Cole and Brown [CB90, CB92] have studied this problem and

recognized several problems like validating the structured do cument dur-

ing creation and editing, dealing with incomplete and temp orarily incorrect

structures, and identifying allowable structure edits. Akp otsui, Quint, and

Roisin [AQ92, AQR93, Akp93] have develop ed some solutions to this prob-

lem by identifying the kind of transformations needed in structured editing.

Note that the source and the target grammars are in this case the same

grammar. Dynamic transformations are needed when a do cument part is

transformed to satisfy a di�erent subgrammar of the do cument grammar.

There are several other tree transformation systems based on single

grammars (see, e.g., [Gra92, LMW88, LMW91, Hec88]). However p owerful

these systems are, they can, of course, not supp ort the correct target syntax.

7.5 Summary of related systems

Some of the most imp ortant features of structured do cument transforma-

tion systems based on two grammars have b een collected in Table 7.1.

We have divided the table into three sections. The �rst section lists for-

mal transformation techniques and ranges from the most simple one (or

least p owerful) simple sdts s to more p owerful ones like tt -grammars and

attribute grammars. The second section lists particular transformation

systems and the third section some sgml transformation systems. The

systems are listed in alphab etical order, preceded by alchemist and Tran-

SID, resp ectively.

Most listed techniques and systems require b oth a source grammar and
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a target grammar. Systems requiring a source grammar are marked with a

bullet in the �rst column (SG). In some cases, the system do es not require

a target grammar, but the user may sp ecify one and use it as a supp ort

when sp ecifying the transformation. In the second column (TG) we mark

those systems that require a target grammar with a bullet and those that

can use an optional target grammar with a circle.

The third column (MAP) denotes the mapping formalism. The mapping

is usually based on a formal technique such as syntax-directed translation

( sdt ), attribute grammars ( ag ), or tt -grammars ( tt ). In some cases,

the mapping may rely on simple tree pattern matching and replacement

(patt). In the case of sgml transformers, they are either mainly event-

based (event) or tree-based (tree). See Section 3 for a presentation of the

di�erent techniques.

Even if the system requires the user to de�ne a target grammar, the user

may have to explicitly de�ne what op erations transform a source instance

into a target instance over the target grammar. In this case, we do not

consider the system to supp ort correct target syntax as it is up to the user

to sp ecify the transformation steps. In the fourth column (TC) we mark

those systems supp orting correct target representations with a bullet.

Given a source grammar and a target grammar, some translation

schemata may b e constructed automatically (auto) or semiautomatically

with some user interaction (semi). Others must b e constructed manually

(man). This feature is marked in the �fth column (Gen).

In the sixth column (D/S) we denote if the systems supp ort dynamic

or static transformations. If the target representation is chosen run-time,

e.g., in a structured editor when one ob ject is moved to a new sp ot, the

transformation is considered dynamic (D). Then there can b e an arbitrary

numb er of target grammars. Transformations where there is a �nite previ-

ously de�ned set of target grammars are considered static (S).

Possible mo di�cations in the source parse trees are denoted in the

columns lab eled Modi�cations: A/D, R, T . Column 7 (A/D) describ es sys-

tems that allow additions and deletions of nonterminals b etween the source

and target grammars, column 8 (R) denotes reordering of nonterminals in

the grammars, and column 9 (T) denotes addition and deletion of tree lev-

els in the transformation. Adding or deleting nonterminals help the user

form more simple or complicated views of a do cument, e.g., a stand-alone

table of contents. Reordering nonterminals allows transformations where

the do cument parts are reordered. Finally, addition and deletion of tree

levels profoundly mo di�es the target parse tree and also lets the user sp ecify

more complicated tree patterns to b e matched against in the source tree.
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System SG TG MAP TC GEN D/S

Transformation techniques

simp sdts � � sdt � semi D/S

sdts � � sdt � semi D/S

esdts � � sdt � semi D/S

pred sdts � � ag � ? D/S

ssdt � � ag � semi D/S

pssdt � � ag � semi D/S

gsdt � � ag � semi D/S

ag � � ag � semi D/S

acg � � acg � ? auto S

tt -grammar � � tt � man S

General transformers

alchemist � � tt � man S

dgts � � sdt � semi S

Grif � � ag ? � auto D/S

hst � � sdt � semi S

ica � � sdt � semi S

p ed tnt � � ? � man S

Scrimshaw � � patt � man S

sdtt � � sdt � man S

simon � � ag � ? S

sipeq � � tt

�

� semi S

Syndo c � � esdts � man S

t- gen � � patt � man S

txl � � patt �

�

S

sgml transformers

TranSID � � tree � man S

Balise � � tree � man S

CoST � � event � man S

MetaMorphosis � � tree � man S

OmniMark � � event � man S

� � yes, � � no, ? � unknown,

�

� restricted/simpli�ed

� � optional

SG Source grammar GEN Generation of transfor-

TG Target grammar mation: automatic, manual,

MAP Mapping formalism or semiautomatic

TC Target correctness D/S Dynamic vs. Static

transformation

Table 7.1: Prop erties of some syntax-directed transformation systems and

techniques.
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System Mo di�cations ID SA Useful

A/D R T reference

Transformation techniques

simp sdts � � � � � [AU72]

sdts �

�

� � � � [AU72]

esdts � � � � �

�

[KP93]

pred sdts � � � � � [PB78]

ssdt � � � � � [Shi84]

pssdt � � � � � [Shi84]

gsdt � � � � � [AU71]

ag � � � � � [DJL88]

acg � � ? � � [GG84]

tt -grammar � � � � � [KPPM84]

General transformers

alchemist � � � � � [LTV96]

dgts � � � � ? � [KPPM84]

Grif � � ? � � [QV86]

hst � � � � � [KLMN90]

ica � � � � � [MBO93]

p ed tnt � � � � � [FS88]

Scrimshaw � � � � � [Arn93]

sdtt � � � � � [CK95]

simon � � � � � [FW93]

sipeq � � � � ? � [KPPM84]

Syndo c � � � � �

�

[KP93]

t- gen � � � � � [Gra91]

txl � � � � � [CHP88b]

sgml transformers

TranSID � � � � � [JKL96a]

Balise � � � � � [Ber96]

CoST � � � � � [Har93]

MetaMorphosis � � � � � [MID95]

OmniMark � � � � � [Exo93]

� � yes, � � no, ? � unknown,

�

� restricted/simpli�ed

AD Addition/deletion of T Addition/deletion

nonterminals of tree levels

R Reordering of nonterminals ID Identi�er mapping

SA semantic actions

Table 7.1: Continued.
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Most systems copy identi�er-like tokens from the source side to the

target side. This a natural feature of the transformation. The user do es

not only exp ect the parse trees to b e mo di�ed, he/she also wants the frontier

of the source tree to b e copied, p erhaps with mo di�cations, to the target

tree. Systems allowing this feature are denoted in column 10 (ID). Identi�er

copying can also b e p erformed with semantic actions denoted in column 11

(SA). Semantic actions are also used for other transformation computing,

symb ol table checking, etc.

The last column of the table lists the main reference to the technique or

the system. In the case of transformation techniques, we have usually listed

a go o d intro duction to the sub ject, not p erhaps the �rst reference. For such

references, we refer to Chapter 3. In the table, we have listed also some

techniques that have not b een further explained in Chapter 3. These in-

clude predicate syntax-directed translation schemas (pred sdts ), semantic

syntax-directed translation ( ssdt ), programmed semantic syntax-directed

translation ( pssdt ), generalized syntax-directed translation ( gsdt )), and

attribute coupled grammars ( acg ). They are all extended techniques of

syntax-directed translation or attribute grammars. For other references to

the transformation systems, we refer to Sections 7.1�7.4.

The transformation techniques based on syntax-directed translation

schemas are all fairly similar. They di�er mainly in the allowed mo di�-

cations. The techniques based on attribute grammars are more p owerful,

but even if they allow the de�nition of a target grammar, they do not guar-

antee that the target syntax is correct as do the sdts s and the tt -grammar

technique.

The general transformation systems are a more heterogeneous group.

Some of them require a target grammar that is based on the source gram-

mar. alchemist is here the only exception allowing unrelated source and

target grammars. They also di�er in the allowed op erations; in this sense

we consider alchemist to b e the strongest system, while the others only

contain a part of the op erations. Cho osing a suitable system for a transfor-

mation is, though, highly dep endent on the transformation. We hop e that

this part of the table will help the user in �nding an appropriate system.

The sgml transformation systems are clearly divided into two groups:

event-based systems and tree-based systems. Otherwise the systems are

fairly similar. The tree-based systems TranSID and Balise di�er in the

transformation evaluation order. The tree-based transformation of Balise

is p erformed top-down while TranSID p erforms it b ottom-up.



Chapter 8

Conclusion

Transformations of structured do cuments can b e implemented in several

ways. We b elieve that requiring the user to sp ecify b oth the input and

the output supp orts the construction of correct transformation mo dules.

We have presented di�erent syntax-directed techniques that are suitable

for do cument transformation. In the �eld of compiler generation, we �nd

the theory and techniques that can b e used in transformation implemen-

tation. Syntax-directed translation schemas are a simple technique that

requires the user to describ e his do cument representations through similar

grammars. The p ower of the transformations is limited to adding and re-

moving terminals, and reordering of the do cument parts. In an extended

version of syntax-directed translation schemas we also have the p ossibility

of removing do cument parts or including new do cument fragments. At-

tribute grammars can b e used to obtain a more general transformation

technique. The transformation still requires a source grammar to ensure

that the source do cument is correct, but often the back-end of these trans-

formations is op en. The user may include any output instructions and the

technique do es not assure that the output follows a certain grammar.

A transformation technique based on tt -grammars is more general than

the usual syntax-directed translation schemas. A tt -grammar requires the

user to sp ecify b oth a source grammar and target grammar, describing the

source and target do cuments, resp ectively. The grammars, however, can

b e widely di�erent. The user therefore explicitly describ es in a mapping

sp eci�cation how the grammars relate to each other. Despite the manual

e�ort, the technique gives a simple way of de�ning a transformation b etween

two arbitrary representations. It also ensures that the pro duced output is

syntactically correct with resp ect to the target grammar.

Our contribution has b een to extend tt -grammars and, based on these

extensions to implement a general transformation generator called al-
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chemist . As an antip ole to tt -grammars, we have also designed and

implemented an sgml transformer called TranSID.

In the case of alchemist , we have describ ed a transformation algo-

rithm based on tt -grammars. Our extensions to the technique include the

p ossibility of using semantic actions in the mapping sp eci�cation, identi�er

copying from the source to the target side, and the p ossibility to let the user

interact in the transformation. The transformation generator alchemist

implements all these extensions. alchemist has a graphical user interface

for sp ecifying and generating transformation mo dules. Esp ecially, the user

may sp ecify the tt -grammar mappings with a p oint and click user interface.

alchemist generates transformation co de on demand that is compiled into

executable transformations called sp ells. All co de is saved in �les that the

user may insp ect and mo dify for sp eci�cally tailored transformations. Both

alchemist and its sp ells are fully op erational on a unix platform.

alchemist has b een designed and implemented within a large software

pro ject. The generator has b een extensively tested and used to build an

interface b etween a kbs development environment and a commercial case

to ol. Exp erience has shown the usefulness of alchemist , esp ecially the

imp ortance of its high level of abstractness. alchemist has b een used also

by other partners in the software pro ject. Transformations are sp eci�ed

mo derately fast if only the underlying representations have b een describ ed

exactly. Performance of b oth alchemist and its sp ells have b een found

acceptable. In all implemented cases, sp ells have b een found fast enough

to satisfy the user's need.

We have exp erienced only some minor shortcomings. First, the tt -

grammar technique requires a mo derate understanding of grammars, parse

trees, and parsing techniques. On the other hand, so do all other syntax-

directed translation techniques. Second, building a grammar may b e a very

tedious task if an exact description of the representation is not available.

Again this applies to all syntax-directed techniques. Third, alchemist is

also not suitable for all kinds of transformations, esp ecially transformations

that require a lot of global computation, since they are not easily describ ed

with tt -grammars. Again, global computation may b e included in semantic

actions describ ed by using programs written in C++.

We have reviewed several related transformation systems that are based

on syntax-directed translation schemas. These systems guarantee that the

output of the generated transformation is syntactically correct, but often

the system has limited transformational p ower. On the other, more gen-

eral systems based on attribute grammars, allow arbitrary output which, of

course, cannot b e guaranteed to b e correct. In alchemist , we combine tar-
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get correctness with a more general approach to sp ecifying transformations.

In this way, alchemist combines the b est features of other techniques.

alchemist could b e further enhanced in several ways. One extension

would b e to allow semistructural transformations . A semistructural trans-

formation takes the do cument structure into account but do es not require

full sp eci�cation of source and target representations. The user sp eci�es

only do cument parts that should b e transformed; the rest of the do cu-

ment is copied to the target side as default. A semistructural technique is

actually a tree pattern matching and replacement technique more than a

syntax-directed technique. By sp ecifying patterns with subgrammars (as

in alchemist ) we could achieve a more general technique.

Incremental transformations would b e another useful extension. When

a do cument is retransformed, the transformation would only need to make

up dates in an old target do cument corresp onding to the mo di�ed parts in

the source do cument. This would improve the p erformance of the transfor-

mation and reduce execution time. Incremental up dates, however, require

extensive data structures and pro cedures for maintaining data and p ointers

to mo di�ed and up dated parts, and they have b een omitted from the cur-

rent version of alchemist . In order to fully take advantage of incremental-

ity, all transformation phases in a sp ell pro cess should b e incrementalized.

An incremental solution includes not only incremental parsing, translation,

and unparsing, but also incremental pre- and p ostpro cessing [Lin93].

The sgml interface of alchemist is currently rather limited. The user

has to convert manually sgml dtd s into alchemist source grammars to b e

able to p erform sgml transformations. In an extended version, alchemist

could p erform this conversion by itself. Another solution would b e to have

alchemist read sgml dtd s directly. Direct understanding of dtd s would

require more substantial mo di�cations to alchemist , as alchemist is

based on lr parsing while dtd s are more suitable for top-down parsing

[BK94]. On the other hand, it would b e simple to extend alchemist

to read and to write its internal do cuments as sgml do cuments, just as

is done in the ica transformation generator. The user would receive a

handy intermediate representation, easily p ortable to any sgml system.

At the same time, the user would b e provided with p ersistent user readable

representations of the internal structure. Of course, an alchemist sp ell

may pro duce such a representation as its target do cument, as well.

alchemist is now based on lr parsing. A useful extension would in-

clude ll parsing as well with grammar extensions such as iterations in-

stead of recursive pro ductions. Many available representation de�nitions

have b een given in an ll grammar like fashion, and they would then b e
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more easily adopted in an alchemist sp eci�cation. Extending alchemist

with ll parsing would, however, require extensive mo di�cations to the tt -

grammar technique.

Sometimes it would b e useful to b e able to trace target do cument parts

to their corresp onding source do cument parts. In a complex transforma-

tion, esp ecially in to ol representation transformations, it would b e conve-

nient to see the link b etween a target ob ject and a source ob ject. Including

a tracing technique in the sp ell would also help in building and debugging

the transformation. Another useful feature would b e two-way transfor-

mations . alchemist generates only one-way transformations, but in some

cases it would b e p ossible to automatically generate the inverse transforma-

tion. We have made preliminary plans to include b oth tracing and inverse

transformations in alchemist .

All suggested extensions are under consideration for future work on

alchemist . alchemist is at the moment fully op erational but still more

of a prototyp e than a commercial pro duct. alchemist would also need to

b e evaluated more thoroughly.

The TranSID language is mainly intended for sgml transformations.

The language has b een designed with the help of real world problems pro-

vided by commercial partners. Also TranSID has b een implemented in a

research and development pro ject. Performance of TranSID is acceptable

even if high main memory use is a signi�cant drawback.

TranSID do es not require as high exp ertise as alchemist in sp ecifying

the transformations. However, basic knowledge of sgml is required as well

as some understanding of the evaluation order or TranSID transformations.

Usually, and fortunately, dtd s are readily provided with sgml do cuments,

which makes the task for the user a bit easier.

TranSID requires the user to sp ecify only parts of the do cuments that

are to b e mo di�ed. This makes small transformations simple to sp ecify. On

the other hand, TranSID do es not use a target grammar or dtd and there-

fore do es not check that the target is syntactically correct. Validation must

b e p erformed with an external sgml parser and p ossibly a user-constructed

new target dtd .

Extensions to TranSID in the future contain an optimization of main

memory usage, and global indexing of sentences and words.

An ideal transformation system would combine the b est features of b oth

the alchemist and TranSID systems. For example, it should compute the

mapping automatically based on only the source and target sp eci�cations.

It is an op en problem, though, to what extent a mapping can b e computed

from two context-free grammars (or dtd s). The ideal system would also let
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the user reference any part of the source do cuments in the transformation

sp eci�cation. Additionally such a system would keep the transformation

sp eci�cation work to a minimum; only the parts that change should require

sp eci�cation.
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